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Abstract
Dear reader,
Welcome.
In this book you will find a collection of projects that both reflect and simultaneously reinvent
my personal way of seeing the world, which I consider to be a space that is complex, diverse, and in
continuous transformation.
Graphic design is the lens through which
I examine and understand this complexity, and it
is also the medium through which I translate this
huge realm into navigable systems of ideas, tales,
forms, and experiences.
I have been inspired to produce my own
systems in response to those I discover through
actively observing my environment (territory),
reflecting upon my personal background (origin),
and witnessing constant growth and transformation
(roots). Participating in this conversation through
design allows me to expand this inquiry into the
nature of systems and invites me to contribute
my own voice to the larger dialogue.
Systems, however, do not necessarily imply
linearity. Everything converges, overlaps, builds,
and reveals. As a designer, I have to trust my process and intuition, aspects that are alive and always
in flux. I have to observe, locate, define, relate, tell,
make, wait, question, and decide.
These decisions become behavior, and in
the end this is what gives rise to new systems.
It is in this spirit that this book has been designed
and asks to be experienced. In its pages, I illustrate
my ways of seeing by collecting component parts
that invite the reader to find connections among
them. In this way, these pieces gradually, and
almost magically, reveal themselves to be a whole.
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The contents of this book can be read sequentially
or randomly because all of its parts are interconnected.
Some of these connections are direct and clear, and
others are more subtle. From the moment I began
working on the design, I avoided using section openers
because I felt they created walls around the content
and didn’t allow it to flow back and forth.
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In a decision that emerged from the book design
process itself, I adapted one of the form projects
I designed during this last semester into these navigational spreads. I applied the elements of this earlier
project, utilizing its system of arrows composed in
an invisible grid and pointing in different directions.

ROOTS

0,0
Set yourself in a dark night looking up at the stars. The lights above
are perceived as one chaotic mass in a single plane. If you stare for
awhile, your eyes will adjust and allow you to discover even more
stars as you attune to their varying positions and brightness. At this
point, the relationships among them begin to emerge, revealing the
familiar patterns of the constellations and transforming this natural
jumble of tiny lights into a readable map.
Constellations are discernable arrangements of stars that have
come to be read as meaningful patterns in the celestial sphere.
These patterns are identified and elaborated by humans, and even
though we live under the same sky, different cultures and countries
have adopted their own systems for analyzing them. For a long time,
humans have referred to constellations for rational as well as symbolic
purposes, using them to derive meaning and to chart courses both
physical and spiritual.
Over the centuries, they have been linked to a variety of tales
from mythology and interpreted as abstractions of mundane and
human forms, to which we attribute symbolic meanings. For sailors
and travelers, constellations are a navigational tool. These physical
calculations are defined by the momentary, relative positions between
a given star and the viewer. Stars are elements of nature, alive and
constantly changing, and these changes in the overall patterns can
reflect nuances of time, season, and location.
This book functions as a set of constellations. It is a fluid map,
alive and in constant motion. The relationships among its component
parts contribute added meaning to the thinking documented in
its pages. To find your way through, you need to spend some time
getting used to it, the same way your eyes adjust to the night sky.
Like the stars, the elements of this map can be perceived as a linear
format, but conceptually they live in different dimensions and have
their own positions and rhythms. It is up to you, the reader, to draw
your own connections among the various parts and illuminate their
full range of meaning.

This book: tells, plays, flows, connects, converges, challenges,
builds, and reveals.
The books contains: stories, thoughts, projects, and processes.
This book is designed and designs: ways of thinking,
understanding, making, and proceeding.
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Maria Rull is an MFA candidate at the Rhode Island
School of Design. She is in her second year, and last
Saturday she presented her thesis position presentation.
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Can you introduce who you are
and what you do?

I’m Maria Rull Bescós, I’m 27 years old, and I am a graphic designer. I work on artistic projects, as well, but
I am not sure if I would call my self an artist. I am from
Barcelona, where I was born and raised. I did my undergrad in multidisciplinary design. I graduated with a
graphic design major, and I have been working as a professional designer for two years. Now I am in the MFA
program at the Rhode Island School of Design, where
my studio practice consists of making projects informed
by my territories of interest and shaped by my artistic,
personal, and professional voice.
In your presentation last Saturday, you demonstrated your interest in history and how its symbols
can be read in the present. Why do you have this
interest in the past?

I believe that we design and behave according to the
specific backgrounds of education, culture, place, and
environment that we have experienced, seen, visited,
and known. These realities define our identity and are
responsible for shaping our instincts and decisions.
Nevertheless, we are not here only to review the past.
I think that through understanding history and our
origins, we can find a lot of answers about who we are
and where are we going. With this in mind, we can all
write the present and work for a better future. The
projects I have made during my time at RISD carry my
concerns and instincts equally. When I put them together, they reveal my interests in history, culture, and
nature and how these terms relate to each other through
the medium of humanity.

SELF-INTERVIEW
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Culture and nature seem to be concepts that
are central to your body of work. Can you
elaborate further on how you understand them
and their relationship?

reveal the bridge between nature and culture. So I ended
up describing design as one example of this bridge. It is
the discipline that translates between these two. Does
that make sense?

It was thanks to the project I did about Barcelona tiles
that I discovered the relationship between culture and
nature. For that project, I did three weeks of exhausting
research on the sidewalk tiles along Barcelona’s streets.
I became interested in how easily I could recognize the
design patterns of the tiles and how I could directly
identify them with my hometown and, thus, my identity.
I discovered how the ornamentation of nature has inspired a number of architects, such as Antoni Gaudí or
Ramon Puig i Catafal. Each gave us a unique and valuable
architectural and artistic heritage. The tiles in the city
first emerged in their buildings. So, looking back now,
we understand that they gave us much more than buildings; their works have become integrated with the systems, culture, and imagery of the city. Studying Barcelona and its evolution made me realize how the city itself
is a system in much the same way that we as humans are.
So our nature is to be social, and through this social behavior, we build what we know as culture.

How might this be related to the idea of identity?

How do you define culture and nature, and why do
you think design is connecting them?

These days I am thinking a lot about objects like seals,
paper money, coins, shields, or flags. These examples
of design inhabit the same territory I was just describing,
one of culture framed by local territories but extending
out to a global scale. I guess this has a lot to do with how
these beings from nature, known as humans, create tools
to perform social behaviors and generate and implement
systems. So I think I need to research this idea further and
see whether the Barcelona tile project and the passport
project have anything in common with what I discover.

In my view, nature is everything we carry in our genes
—the chemical and physical systems that we are as humans. Culture is all those things that we learn, all those
things that we aren’t born with. As I said, culture is the
result of a social behavior. Somehow, nature gave us the
tools, and we developed culture. These tools are already
living within the complex system that we ourselves are
biologically made of. But these tools also exist within
other forms of nature, and we might use them to generate
culture. In this way, culture arises from nature and nature
contains culture. From my view, one cannot be understood without the other.
When I studied the tiles, I understood how the marks
that designers, artists, or architects are leaving or making
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So, as you might realize, I am very interested in all of the
things that different cultures have in common but have
shaped in different ways. One clear example is the passport. I worked with passports in my last project.
I am interested in them because as a graphic design piece,
a passport is a picture essay about the history and culture
of a country. It is a universal document, but every country has a different one. At the same time, each individual
passport is also differentiated and serves as proof of a singular, “official” identity. Phenomena like this that simultaneously reflect both the global and local are one
of my primary areas of interest. The forms of visual identity that humans use to explain a culture are the ones that
move me most.
How could these thoughts be expanded
into other/new design pieces?

In your presentation, you repeated the word ornament a number of times. I can recognize that ornament is an important part of the things you have
already researched and are planning to investigate. What is the importance of ornament?

All of the objects I mentioned in the previous question
are considered ornamental or contain ornament, except

TERRITORY

the flags. I will go back to flags later. My point is that
even though the idea of ornament has been evolving and
changing throughout history, ornament continues to live
and evolve. Ornament is something we all end up needing whether we realize it or not, and we cannot get rid
of it. I come from a European design education, in which
everything is very focused on functionality. So: form
follows function, design is communication, design is not
art, and stuff like that. When I started studying ornamental objects such as the tiles of Barcelona or the passport,
I realized that all ornament contains information; it is
not simply a decoration. Or at least the kind of ornament
I like to call “honest ornament.” The origins of this ornament can be found in the first manifestations of what we
might today classify as design: when prehistoric people
drew on their cave walls or when the Egyptians created
the hieroglyph.
Sometimes, we think the goal of ornament is to make
things more beautiful, but I believe that these ornamental
forms reveal a lot about the history, culture, and identity of a given work. Surprisingly, anytime I look up the
definition of ornament, I find something like: “to make
(something) look more attractive by adding decorative
items.” Maybe I am wrong, but I think this definition is
loose and not really accurate. As I have come to understand it through my research and practice, ornament is
a fusion of forms, symbols, and aesthetic decisions that
conveys particular information. Through a set of patterns, geometric shapes, or illustrations, ornament can communicate history, ideology, nationality, origins, and other
contextual information. Sometimes decoding it requires
research, but the ornament itself clearly serves a purpose
beyond the decorative.
Last week, I started reading and researching how
different architects addressed ornament throughout history. Ornament has always been a topic of discussion, regardless of the style or movement of a given time period.
I was struck by the importance of ornament in the argument for the separation of design from the Arts and
Crafts disciplines. How did this thinking evolve? In what
ways has ornament been thought about? How is orna-
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ment functioning now? I feel I should definitely keep
researching this and continue to ask questions about it
because I find this theme fascinating. It is also totally related to the concepts of nature and culture I have begun
developing. I am excited to see how future projects can
keep tying the threads.
You never went back to flags.
What is your interest in flags?

Well, I haven’t exactly figured it out yet. Maybe that will
be one of my future projects, one that requires extensive
research. Right now, I am thinking of shields as very heraldic, ornamental, and identitarian kinds of logos. Countries’s shields are deeply connected to their histories and
can tell a lot about them. From the design of the shields
to that of the flags, there is a big leap of abstraction and
rationalization. I am very interested in researching what
we have lost in this jump between national shields and
national flags.
Overall in your body of work, you are trying to understand signs and symbols that already exist and
define culture. How do you think your designs will
affect the future?

Well, you’ve totally understood what concerns me most
at the moment. I believe that my projects are new ways
of talking about culture and nature in the human environment. They have made me realize that we are not
only nature that carries a culture, we are also nature that
produces culture. This interaction is possible through all
the projects in which the imagination plays a significant
role in changing or challenging the connections between
culture and natural systems.
So creating new narratives or fictional narratives might
help me speculate on imagined future projects. I haven’t
yet made work directed specifically towards the future.
I do think, though, that through living in the present we
are building the future. At the same time, I want to try to
situate my work amidst a speculative, futuristic context
and see where that leads me. Well, this is just a thought...
I don’t know how it will end up.

SELF-INTERVIEW
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Thank you, Maria. It was great to have this
conversation with you. Any final thoughts?

OCTOBER 23RD 2017– RISD

I´d just like to mention the quotes that are most related
to my work in this moment:
“The whole is more than the sum of its parts”
by Aristotle.
..and...
“The eye follows the paths that have been laid down for
it in the work” by Paul Klee.
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Folded map size: 40 x 120 cm, printed
on craft paper. This piece establishes
the Mediterranean Sea itself as a territory
where I locate my personal identity.
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The map celebrates the form of the sea as a
territory by printing in blue what we typically
recognize as land, thus inverting the visual
language of a standard map.

ESSAY

The text of this
piece is included on
the following page.
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Seeing the sea,
see the sea
and more see
When people ask me where I am from, I answer that I belong to the
Mediterranean. The territory I come from is not even recognized as
a country because it has no boundaries or government. It welcomes
everyone, without visas. Democracy is not even needed here; there
is no law, and freedom and liberty reign.
It is big, it is deep, it is changeable. It has no color; it adapts
its tone to reflected objects, light, and weather. In the morning, it
awakens with silvery brushstrokes; when it’s furious, it’s dark and
heavy; and when it meets the sand, it becomes transparent. It is real,
it is liquid, and its only borders are the land. I am from the Mediterranean Sea, a body of water.
The name Mediterranean is derived from the Latin mediterraneus, and as reflected by its physical location, the word means
“inland” or “in the middle of land” (from medius, “middle” and terra,
“land”). I would add that my home is not only in between lands, but
it in fact connects three continents: Africa, Asia, and Europe. It is,
therefore, a natural and fluid territory where history and cultures have
converged for many hundreds of years, and proof of this lives along
its coasts, in its harbors, and even in its depths.
Once civilizations began to form, humans started to float across
the sea. In the Mediterranean region, the first explorers emerged
from Mesopotamia, and soon the inhabitants of the Nile River Valley
expanded to modern-day Syria, Lebanon, and Israel. While they busied themselves exchanging goods, their culture itself was expanding
and diversifying every time they encountered a new coast.
Later, the Greeks and Phoenicians emerged as two of the most
distinguished Mediterranean civilizations. Their passage through the
Mediterranean is evidenced by the ruins of their many citadels,
all of which perch atop small hills, with the most well-known being
the Acropolis of Athens. The choice of elevated positions for these
cities might have been spiritually driven, but these locations have
also been explained as strategic given that they enabled a clear view
of who or what was coming by sea. The Greeks and the sea seem
very connected in my mind, and I feel this anytime I swim or walk at
Muscleres Beach, which faces the ruins of Empúries. The small acropolis there, named by the Greeks as Ἐμπόριον (Emporion, meaning
“trading place”), is located on the northern Catalan coast and was
one of the first Greek settlements following the conquest of the
Iberian peninsula.
The Roman Empire soon followed, flourishing from its origins
in Italy, and its expansion overlapped with Greek developments.
In the north of Catalunya, the Greek village Empúries was overtaken
and developed by the Romans, and the two primary coastal capitals of the Catalan state, Barcelona and Tarragona (named Barcino
and Tarraco by the Romans), became important cities of the Roman
Republic. Still today, if one pays attention, Roman stones can be
seen in the oldest areas of Barcelona. In the Plaça del Trajines, a big
tower from a Roman wall still stands, existing among the modern-day,
cosmopolitan citizens but also showing the mark of history.
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Western Mediterranean charts
from the collection Atlante Nautico
drawn by Andrea Biancho in 1436.

Image of Egyptian boats, among the first to sail in the Mediterranean Sea.

Sunset in Port Lligat.
Area of my summer childhood.

Navigation chart Bacino del Mediterraneo, from
Atlante Nautico collection, 1582–1584. Biblioteca
Nazionale Centrale Vittorio Emanuele II, Rome.

Cadaqués harbor, with traditional
llaüts with lateen sails. Located next
to Port Lliagat.

Satellite image of the Mediterranean Sea at night.

Image of the Acropolis of Athens.
Port de la Selva, summer town
of my childhood. Near Port Lligat,
Cadaqués, and Empúries.
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The ruins of Empúries, where the Greeks settled during the 6th century BC, later selected by the Romans for their settlement.
It is 39 km from Port de la Selva, the summer town of my childhood on the northern coast of Catalunya.

Image of me at Pas Beach, whose English name would be “Step” Beach. It is located
in Port de la Selva town, one of the Northeasternmost points of the Catalan coast.

As I interpret them, these ruins demonstrate the Romans’ ability to
turn commercial exchange, territorial expansion, and philosophical
theories into the integrated systems that we today recognize as early
cities. They were skilled architects and engineers, and in some sense,
I feel that they were the first designers and developers of both urban
living and expansive, interconnected society.
Today the history of the Mediterranean is still growing. The
water holds the accumulated histories, combines the varied experiences and exchanges the knowledge, resulting in a sedimentary
cultural landscape along its coastlines. This cultural and historical
landscape is at the root of my relationship to this sea. My ties to it,
though, are not only explained by its history; they also reflect its very
essence and nature. Embracing the sea as my territory means understanding liquidity as a lifestyle. There are times when one needs to
simply float and see where the currents lead them, and at other times
it is important to take control of the sails and use the wind to reach a
concrete destination.
The sailboat is indeed the most common vehicle used in my
home territory, and sailing demands that one develop an understanding of the various natural forces at play. For a long time, civilizations
have been reading nature and figuring out the best methods for building boats and for moving them across the water. In my life as a citizen
of the Mediterranean, I have become familiar with some of these
methods, and one of my favorite watercrafts is called a pati català. It
is unusual because it has no rudder and no center board, and thus the
sailor has to continually rebalance and steer through placement of
body weight. This exemplifies how human skill and the natural elements of water and wind play together; the water holds the boat, and
the wind fills its sails, powering its journey.
I love my homeland, the Mediterranean Sea, because its borders
haven’t been defined by humans; they are instead determined by
nature. And yet, as humans, we have utilized it for a multitude of purposes such as exchanging, sharing, learning, and leisure, all of which
contribute to and expand the sphere of our lives. Personally, I owe
a huge debt of gratitude to my sea, the Mediterranean. It has given
me a culture, ways to understand and navigate nature, and modes of
exploring and understanding life.
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Underwater self-portrait.
Remains of Barcelona’s aqueduct,
still visible in the city at Plaça del
Vuit de Març.

Plaça dels Trajiners image
from the Archaeological
Archive of Barcelona.

Tower of Plaça dels
Trajiners in Barcelona.
The tower is one of the
ruins of the Roman city
of Barcino. I took this
image in February 2018.

The Ferreres Aqueduct is an ancient
bridge, part of the Roman aqueduct
built to supply water to the ancient
city of Tarraco.

Tarragona Amphitheatre from the Roman city of Tarraco.

Image of a pati català boat sailing along Barcelona’s coast.
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The fluid road. Through my research into the history of the
Mediterranean, I realized how this sea has been a primary
arena of transport, trade, and cultural exchange among
diverse peoples spanning three continents. Inspired by this,
I designed a poster in which I used road signs and visual
language to represent the fluidity of the sea in contrast to
its quantifiable features, such as depth, length, and location.
To celebrate the unique cultural exchanges of this territory,
I typed the name of the sea in all of the various alphabets
and languages that travel across it.

The numerical information on the poster
refers to different features such as dimensions,
depth, or information about the surrounding
basin countries. Each piece of information is
specific and relevant and in some way describes
the uniqueness of the Mediterranean Sea, either
formally or physically.
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Mediterranean sound navigator. My desire to show the
similarities among the cultures of Mediterranean Sea
inspired me to design a website that allows the user to experience its cultural connections through sound. When the
mouse moves over the sea, traditional music from each
territory is played. If the cursor follows a linear path along
the coast, evidence of the currents of musical traditions
and how these mingle in a given region can be heard very
easily, creating new melodies. When the cursor moves onto
land, the music stops.

The sequence above charts an experience
of navigating the sounds from the Strait of
Gibraltar in the west to the Turkish Straits
in the east.

The sounds selected are mostly from folk
and traditional music because the project
aims to find similarities among cultures
prior to extensive globalization.
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It was a windy summer night, with the
wind coming from the north; it was the
Tramuntana. As with all such nights,
the stars were brighter because the wind
had cleared away the clouds. We were
expecting a good sailing day the next
morning, and we were on the way to our
favorite spot to await it.
We took the car and started digging
into the rural paths across the farm fields
leading to the coast. We knew the route
very well; we drove those curves more
than a hundred times every summer.
Once we got to the turn, we started hearing the sea. Curves followed curves, and
the path became narrower and narrower.
We knew we were getting close when
there was water on both sides of the road,
and at that point the wind felt stronger
than ever. On one side, there was a huge
cliff and on the other, one of the oldest
natural harbors on the island. In it we
could see lots of small lights floating in
the air but never quite reaching the sky.
They weren’t stars; they were shining from
all of the boats taking refuge from the
strong wind. The lights kept bouncing and
bouncing, moved by the gusts.
Our destination was a little farther
still, but we could see its light calling
to us every ten seconds with consistent
frequency. We knew we would soon
arrive because of the radical change in
landscape. The straight path became a
narrow hill, the vegetation disappeared,
and the land became a lunar, rocky mass.
At last, we found ourselves at the lighthouse, the Cavalleria lighthouse.
The tower building was surrounded
by a marés stone wall, marés being a type
of sandstone characteristic of Menorca
with a color that varies between golden
ochre and white. The entranceway was
a low, swinging wooden door, crafted
in a traditional way also typical of the
island. We jumped across it and climbed
to a small terrace attached to the house
where the old lighthouse keeper used
to live. Nowadays the lighthouse is no
longer manual, but its light still shines
365 days a year.
This was our favourite spot, and
it still is today: the tallest and northernmost cliffs of Menorca, the exact spot
where the Cavalleria lighthouse has been
operating since 1857. The lighthouse
is located at the edge of an impressive
fifteen-meter cliff, standing ninety-four
meters above sea level, and it flashes
twice every ten seconds. As a communicative tool, it expresses itself fully with the
simple elements of light and frequency.
This specific light code indicates that this
location is Cavalleria, the northernmost
point of the island. With its particular
flash frequency, the lighthouse reaches
out to sailors and guides them to the

ARTICLE

harbor from as far as twenty-two nautical
miles away. Through the simplest of languages, the lighthouse connects, guides,
and defines.
We spent all night there waiting
for the coming day; we spied the moon
hiding in the west and welcomed the sun
in the east. The lighthouse is the most
welcoming and peaceful border I know.
Like all borders, it experiences so many
transitions across hours, nights, days,
years, and decades. Cavalleria, however,
is not a protective border; it is a welcoming, intersectional one. The lighthouse
connects water with land, sky with sea,
darkness with light, sun with moon, north
with south, and east with west. It is at
once the border and the intersection of
so many entities.

The border
that defines

Does a border connect, or does it separate? I think it defines, and to define
implies to relate and differentiate.
Imagine a sheet of white paper on
a table. The sheet has four edges, and
these four boundaries are what delimit
the paper. Thanks to them, there is also
a connection with the table. The four
edges essentially differentiate what is
paper and what is table.
Let’s draw a line from the top of
this imagined paper to the bottom down
the middle of the sheet. Now the paper
has two parts, right and left. We can say,
then, that the line is both dividing and
defining. The line has provided us a new
point of view, and we can thus glean new
information about the paper.
Now, draw one more line intersecting the first one. This time, the line should
go from the left side to the right crossing
the page horizontally in the middle. The
paper has a new configuration, and now
we have four parts that we can recognize
as: bottom left, bottom right, top left,
and top right. So, as we can see, any time
we draw a line and create a border, we
are also increasing the specificity of the
paper sheet.
Through this simple example, we
see how borders have an inherent power
to separate while at the same time enabling new definitions and specifications.
The border proposes a new way of look-

ing that allows our eyes and our minds to
fragment in order to understand abstract
concepts such as position.
Whether we associate borders with
negative connotations is up to us. Inherently, borders both separate and connect
at the same time. Once we understand
borders and their capacity to define, it is
in our hands to determine how much we
need them and when to implement them.

THE
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8:00 am. Bep. Bep. Bep. Bep.
Beeeeeeeeep. Bon dia, Catalunya. Benvinguts al món. Good morning, Catalunya.
Welcome to the world.
Jordi Basté has been awakening me
and my family for more than eight years.
He is a journalist and host of the morning
radio program on RAC1, Ràdio Associació
de Catalunya 1. The program is called
The World at RAC1. It starts at 8 am and
runs until noon every weekday.
At 8:00 am the alarm clock
switches on, reproducing an annoying
but familiar sequence of beeps that hit
my ears letting me know that resting
time is over. Before I know it, Jordi pronounces his daily greeting: Good morning, Catalunya. Welcome to the world.
Jordi opens with a segment called
The Apron, a three-minute opinion piece
about a current topic. I still don’t know
why this section is called The Apron.
Maybe it’s because this is the first piece
of the day, a kind of preparation for
everything he’ll be cooking up throughout the morning. Or who knows, maybe
it’s because this is an opinion piece, and
his apron will protect him from being
splashed. Anyway, my curiosity about this
condensed capsule of opinion compels
me to open the second eye and forces
me awake. Sometimes Jordi talks about
news related to politics, the economy, or
the world, but other times he talks about
personal concerns related to mundane,
everyday life, such as the closing of a
very old neighborhood shop, or the location of the best coffee in town.
This sneak peek is his personal
point of view on a topic or concern,
and he expresses himself and his views
openly; the segment is anything but
neutral. No matter how much you agree
or disagree, he speaks with honesty and
authenticity, inviting a closeness with his
listeners. Probably this is what makes
me choose his program as the first thing
I listen to every morning.
By the time he finishes this segment, I am fully awake. I stretch and yawn
a couple of times, and I am ready for
the sections that will follow, carrying me
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through my morning shower, dressing,
breakfast, packing, and commuting to
work. Jordi’s voice is the music of my
morning; sometimes I am very intrigued
by the lyrics – the content he is offering
– and sometimes my interest is merely in
the repeated sounds, sections, language,
and tones that accompany my weekday
mornings, enriching them and readying
me for the day’s journey.

Check in
check out

SIGNAL

AM

FM

ORIGIN

ROOTS

The roots expand. And the day arrives
again. Another journey through the
“nowhere” in between different times
and spaces. When the day arrives, I know
exactly the steps I have to follow; they
become almost mechanized. Backpack,
tickets, boarding, takeoff, breakfast-dinner-breakfast-lunch, land, transfer, breakfast-dinner, takeoff, land, check out. I am
flying home.
But where is home? And which
way is home? At this point, I cannot really
tell because both arrivals and departures are full of joy, love and nostalgia.
These days it doesn’t matter whether
I’m flying in the direction of Providence
or Barcelona because over the course
of these two years, I have come to feel
I belong to both places. Regardless of
which direction I’m traveling, the journey
itself feels the same; it is a fixed temporal
experience of being in between. In spite
of this, though, I feel I am always adding
something to my backpack and being
subtly transformed by the repetition
of the process itself, which often opens
windows of reflection and perspective I
cannot otherwise access.
As a result of my experiences,
I have come to understand that roots are
not only a sign of belonging to a particular location; they are also proof of the
many attachments we have formed.
No place feels permanent, and no ground
is stable. We are transforming and always
in movement. Nowadays, our roots
extend and grow not in static soil but
thanks to all of the people, moments, and
actions that contribute to our development, giving us a sense of who we were,
who we are, and who we want to be.
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Rooted sound passport is an interactive work intended
to be encountered as both a printed object and as a sound
piece accessed via digital scan. The concept of the project
is to collect sounds belonging to various territories utilizing
the typical format of a passport. The design shown in the
book corresponds to a passport belonging to the Catalan
cultural territory.

Example of how the digital scanning works. When the cover is scanned, the audio track
repeats the title Rooted sound passport. In this case, it states the title in three languages:
English, Catalan, and Spanish.

The passport belongs to a cultural territory.
The passport allows the owner to have
access to sound landscapes based on traditions,
history, and artistic heritage.
In order to hear the audio and enter into a
particular sonic territory, the code must be
scanned using a mobile app.
The image shown on the right is scaled 1:1
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The piece was designed in late September of
2017, when the Catalan territory was entering
a period of political turmoil due to a proposed
referendum for independence.

40

The ornamentation of the passport has been
carefully designed. The graphics chosen reference identity and roots at the same time that
they offer security and proof of identity through
the encoded information.
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This spread represents Catalan artistic heritage
and features Salvador Dalí. The audio accessed
through this page is a sampling from Dalí’s
Surrealist manifesto. The coordinates point to
Port Lligat, where the artist lived, created, and
was inspired for the greatest portion of his life.
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These pages show how the sound scanning
and reproduction works. The resulting sound
has a cold and artificial feeling, in keeping
with the bureaucratic nature of the passport.

The form of the code on the page
matches the outline of the scan on
the phone screen.

Because of the division they assert, the atmosphere of border crossings is, likewise, often
cold and alienating.
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This spread represents Catalan historical heritage.
Specifically, it represent a historical and memorable moment
when the Generalitat of Catalonia was re-established following
Franco’s dictatorship. President Josep Tarradellas returned from
exile and pronounced the symbolic words, “Citizens of Catalonia,
I am here at last!” and this is the message encoded in the audio.
The visuals refer to the parliament building and its location,
which is where the proclamation occurred.

This spread corresponds to the Catalan cultural
heritage represented by Els Castellers, human
towers traditionally built at festivals and folk
celebrations in the region.
Image scale 1:1

Image scale 1:1
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New atlas is a collaborative publication made by all of the
graphic design students in my cohort. Each of us constructed
a visual narrative based on twelve tasks that we each had to
complete in various locations around Providence. Every classmate designed eight spreads, and together we determined
the order in order to compose a larger narrative in the form
of a book. In my view, the goal of this particular project was to
get to know our new territory and our team, while at the same
time revealing and challenging our personal design processes.

Image showing the cover, back cover, and spine of the book.
The design was made by photographing the trimmed leftovers
of everyone’s pages.

The image opposite corresponds to my first
page in the book. My approach to representing
the twelve tasks was by presenting the visual
findings layered with notes about my process
and experiences throughout the planning and
execution of the labors.
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The second spread of my
section shows the linear
execution of the tasks.
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The diagrams of the process are
laid out in the actual, non-linear
way in which they occurred.
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The inset diagrams show
my personal evaluation of
my own process of executing
the tasks assigned.
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This last page reveals the non-linear but systematic and complex process of thinking and
making that I went through during the design
assignment. It represents in a very honest and
realistic way what I experience anytime I am
thinking and designing.
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Civil War ballads. From Providence Public Library’s special
collections, I chose an archive of American Civil War ballads
containing more than one hundred pages of sheet music
for American Civil War songs on which the lyrics of the ballads are printed and, in some cases, even illustrated. These
captured my attention because of their very public nature
as well as their historical value. I designed ten double-sized
cards in which I present a new, personal interpretation of
the archive.

Images of some of the original
American Civil War ballad sheet
music from the collection.

The Organon is the name given by Aristotle’s
followers, the Peripatetics, to the standard
collection of his works on logic. The works
define categories, and each card corresponds
to one of them: Substance, Quantity, Relation,
Quality, Place, Time, Position, State, Action,
and Affection.
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Each card design contains imagery collected
during my research on the Civil War ballads,
reassembled as an interpretation of Aristotle’s
categories. The visual system applied incorporates both music and war imagery on the front
and back of each card.
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The phenomena of construction and deconstruction exist in both music and war, and this is
conveyed through the dual faces of each card.
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Memorial to the moment. This project is the result of the
research and inquiry process that began with the Organon
cards. After researching the Civil War ballads, the next
exercise led me to the Civil War monument located in
Providence’s Kennedy Plaza. In my opinion, memorials and
monuments often fail to interact successfully with people
in public spaces. Motivated by this insight, I decided to create
the antithesis of a memorial, and I installed different plaques
around the city as memorials to the moment.

The plaques, in the way of permanent objects, were installed around Providence.
The messages engraved on them expressed the essence of an anti-memorial.

The final installation was composed of both
the plaque and the newspaper, each proving
more effective in combination with the other.
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American Civil War monument in
Kennedy Plaza, located in downtown
Providence. It was the origin point for
this research and inspired the idea
for the project.

Images of the memorial installation being experienced. The cutout windows allow the viewer to
maintain a small window into the surrounding
environment, further highlighting the concept
of the project.

The image opposite shows the memorial
installation with the newspaper unfolded.
The only words printed in the newspaper
are: now, instant, and moment.
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I still remember when I learned to draw
my first official letterform. It was 1994,
I was five years old, and my class was
named “Tigers.” “A” was presented not
as a drawing but as a letter, part of a
complex whole that would be recognized
as an alphabet by the end of the year.
Every week we had a visit from
a puppet named Lady Rosita who delivered a new letterform to the class.
(Considering this now from my point
of view as a graphic designer, I find it
remarkable. Maybe this is why I still
recall Lady Rosita’s visit as having been
the most amazing event of the week.)
She always appeared in the morning
with a sheet of cardstock depicting
a calligraphic letter in caps, the same
letter in lowercase, and a bunch of
exercises for practicing how to draw and
understand it.
During the first month, the five vowels were presented, and the rest of the
alphabet arrived in a very curious order:
the easier letterforms to draw and use
were the first to arrive, followed by the
more complex ones. With the last arrival,
“Z,” the whole alphabet was revealed by
the end of the year.
We were learning to write and read,
but we already knew how to talk and
listen. Somehow the phonetic functions
of the letters were already living unconsciously in our minds, and we were
therefore establishing a new relationship
between sound and symbol throughout
the course of that first year. Lady Rosita
was helping us break apart a purely
phonic knowledge and learn to perceive
it in another form. Through the process
she introduced, we first discovered
how the vowels assume form in both
uppercase and lowercase. With this
understanding in place, we began to
explore how the vowels function as part
of words. The process proceeded from
vowels to the easier letters of the alphabet and then to the more difficult ones.
At the same time, we started building
words and sentences in a parallel practice. We first connected the vowels,
their sounds, and their calligraphic forms,
and we later explored their pairing with
consonants to create meaningful words
on the page.
Reading and writing were slowly
coming together, laying the groundwork
for what would become one of the most
important systems in our lives.
I am still surprised and amazed by how
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I was taught this material and by the
fact that I could figure out this complex
system at such a young age.
From my present perspective,
I can assure you the learning took considerable time and practice. Reflecting
on these memories, I realize how systems
evolve in relative time and are always
understood through processes of trial
and error, experimentation, and repetition. There is always some degree of
magic in any process that involves
connecting parts because the whole
is not something one can necessarily
visualize or predict at the outset.
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Undoubtedly, the mechanism is alive.
There are many ways to be alive; jellyfish
are alive but don’t have eyes. Cells are
alive even though they don’t have consciousness.
What fascinates me about organisms is not only the multiple forms they
take but that each organism is itself
collective in nature. An organism is
always referenced as a singular whole,
but the multiple pieces that comprise
it are implicit in its characterization as
an organism.
When I think about organisms,
I envision a gear spinning and its teeth
moving the gear next to it. There are
three instances of motion that result: the
first initial spin, the one that arises from
its effect on the second gear, and finally
the collaborative action created by the
two pieces moving together. If I look
closely, I see this third gear, moving in
time with the first two. The three pieces
have similarities in structure, but they
have individual qualities as well.
Every gear has a specific direction
of movement, a different size, and a different number of teeth. At the same time,
the first gear spinning is what brings the
next to life, and the result is the magical
movement of the whole.
Are these three gears an organism? Are they the machinery of a clock?
Are they moving the clock hands? Is the
gears’ movement determining the relationship between seconds and minutes,
or minutes and hours? Hours and days?
Days and years?
Maybe they are merely the gears of
a clock, but perhaps they are instead the
machinery that moves life.
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One of the most remarkable things I learned while at RISD is to approach
design by looking at form itself as a source of solutions, ideas, and
concepts. Designer Ryan Waller is one of the professors who taught me
to improve my design through this process of directing my eye towards
form. He is a partner at Other Means, a Brooklyn-based graphic design
studio that works primarily on behalf of artistic and cultural institutions.
Personally, I admire the projects for accuracy and expressive use of type
in their work. Their forms and compositions of their projects reveal an
honest and unique view of culture through design.
When I first met Ryan, he advised me on my open research project
entitled the Visual Journal (shown in Appendix I). Through this project,
I learned how to highlight the invisible by choosing only those forms
essential for communicating a particular concept or idea. I felt I was just
starting to understand and play with this formal approach to graphic
design even though I was already in thesis territory. Given this, the final
graphic design elective I chose at RISD was the form class Ryan teaches
to the first-year grad students in the three-year program. I wanted to keep
practicing this specific way of looking, making, and finding, and I felt that
Ryan and the form class was the best combo.
In class discussion and critiques, we talked about form, systems,
and the relationships between them. Through the assignments, I learned
that the only way to get it right is by making and then carefully examining the visual results. In our critiques, I came to understand that Ryan
is a visual thinker in that he trusts the act of making as one of the first
steps of the process. He helped me discover my particular eye for design
and how my unique way of looking is translated graphically through my
inquiries and unique ways of representing the world.
He is direct, funny, and honest, and when he doesn’t know the answer,
he says so. This honesty makes the process of finding through making
even more compelling to me. I wanted to learn more about his creative
process and attitudes towards design, so I asked him for an interview.

EMAILING RYAN WALLER

More

Mail

Inbox

mrullbe@risd.edu

M

To: Ryan Waller

Sent Mail

Thank you

Apr 13

To: Ryan Waller

Sent Mail

Question Nº 1

Apr 14

To: Ryan Waller

Sent Mail

Question Nº 2

Apr 15

To: Ryan Waller

Sent Mail

Question Nº 3

Apr 16

To: Ryan Waller

Sent Mail

Question Nº 4

Apr 17

To: Ryan Waller

Sent Mail

Thank you

Apr 18

Sent Mail

Name _ Ryan Waller
City _ New York

Starred

Drafts
All Mail
Trash

QUICK QUESTION CHAT

M

Maria Rull
RISD MFA Candidate

R

Ryan Waller
Graphic Designer, Other Means

M

Subject: Thank you

Hello Ryan,
Thank you for accepting my interview proposal!
I gave a thought about what we quickly talked about
yesterday, and I would like to make the experiment
of doing the interview through email and celebrating
that conversation “format” in the final layout.
Talk soon,
Maria
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QUESTION Nº 1

QUESTION Nº 2

QUESTION Nº 3

QUESTION Nº 4

QUESTION Nº 1

QUESTION Nº 2

QUESTION Nº 3

QUESTION Nº 4

NEW QUESTION:
NEW QUESTION:

Subject: Collectors
Subject: The role of form
To: Ryan Waller
To: Ryan Waller
From our class discussion, I know that in one way
or another, you consider designers to be a kind
of collector.

For my last semester at RISD, I was sure I wanted to choose a form class.
I think it shapes a way of looking, and not overthinking. I am very glad I am
taking the form class with you and the first-year GD grads from the threeyear program. I am learning a lot from everyone. The class assignments are
a great challenge to explore new ways to go through the design process.
(Making and looking being always the first steps, and then we see where
that leads us.)

What do you collect?

What is the role of form in your design process?
How does that unfold or result in the final projects or finished work?

A significant place
for you is:

New Jersey

M

R

Answer: Form as slang or dialect

R

Subject: Collectors

R

Answer: Chairs and the visual forms around me...

I’d like to collect chairs, but they cost money. Instead, I collect
the visual forms around me. In particular, a small collection
I have is of corporate logos that have apostrophes, and whose
apostrophes are graphics (not simply typographic forms).
I also collect logos that are made up of human(-ish) figures.

M

How do you think your collections have an influence on your work?

R

Answer: I tend to catalog a lot of different types of forms...

I tend to catalog a lot of different types of forms I see, and they
happen to mostly be part of the city or suburban visual landscapes
(the commercial landscapes). These are digestible and often novel
solutions to ways of communicating that are often underutilized in
the context of design for the arts, and I often try to infuse our work
with some of those qualities.

QUICK QUESTION

M

A movie that you would
see over and over:

Vanilla Sky
76

Subject: The role of form

Form works in the way that slang or dialect does – it
places us in a moment and a location. We’re working at
a time that resulted from a history, and a place that has
its own socio-political effects on who we are and what
we do. Where I am from and what my experience have
been are always going to be a part of me, and they end
up in my process and eventually in the work. I am unable
to work on luxury products because I don’t come from
a place that taught me to read them in the way that
would be necessary for working on them.
But I do work within the field of culture, and that, as a
subject, is something I had to learn (and was interested
in learning). But anyway, back to form – all of the things
I mention are signifiers and are things to communicate
through form. A lot of the form we play with as a studio
is meant to be read, so it begins as borrowed form, or
form loaded with meaning already. It is digested constantly and then filtered out again through us in a way
that responds to new contexts.

QUICK QUESTION

M

M

M

Your favorite quotidian
object is:

Chairs (but sometimes
pens, and more recently,
light switches)

R
INTERVIEW

R
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QUESTION Nº 1

QUESTION Nº 2

QUESTION Nº 3

QUESTION Nº 4

QUESTION Nº 1

QUESTION Nº 2

QUESTION Nº 3

QUESTION Nº 4

NEW QUESTION:

NEW QUESTION:

Subject: Ways of looking

Subject: Collections of form

To: Ryan Waller

To: Ryan Waller

I had the opportunity to check out your On and On Broadway book. As you said in
class, it is the result of an edited collection of forms you found during an 8 hour walk
along Broadway in Manhattan. It was part of the class that your studio runs for
typography summer school. Our last class assignment Block by Block — a project
that translates the physical space between two points into a publication — has a very
similar approach. I can see how vernacular images and forms are visuals that you enjoy
and use for teaching and exploring ways of looking.

I enjoy how both the book On and On Broadway and the
assignments in our class end up being collections of form
that, at the first glance, feel loose and meaningless but
essentially say a lot about design as a form practice
— as a way of looking and as a way to curate and arrange.
Do you agree with that?

Why do you think this is an important practice to teach students?

M

Subject: Ways of looking

R

Answer: They may find something to link back...

M

Subject: Collections of form

R

Answer: The stage of explorations should remain...

I do, in so much as these are assignments with the aim
to wander and get lost. Their relationship to a practice
that needs to go somewhere is that the stage of explorations should remain, and that the act of collecting is an
aid in research.

That’s a good question, and I’m not sure it’s good for all.
I don’t necessarily believe it is. But I do believe that
school gives you the opportunity to work with a lot of
different people with different approaches, students and
faculty alike. My approach, because of my age, education,
upbringing, etc, might overlap in interesting ways with
students in one or more of these ways. Anyway, it’s good
to teach what one knows, and if a student can see how
this approach connects back to the person it comes from,
they may find something to link back to their own practice.

M

When did you realize that was the kind of practice you wanted to explore?

R

Answer: Just now!

Image: On and On Broadway book

Image: On and On Broadway book

QUICK QUESTION

M

Your design
voice/style is:

Pop-conceptual

M

INTERVIEW

M

A joke you like would be:

Your design process is:

Immediate
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R

QUICK QUESTION

R

How much does
a polar bear weigh?
Enough to break the ice.
Hi, my name’s Ryan.

R
RYAN WALLER
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M

EMAILING RYAN WALLER

Subject: Thank you
Mail

Hi, Ryan!
Amazing answers, thank you so much!
On my way to the studio, I was thinking about
what form and layout the interview will end up
having. But I just read your answers, and think
I figured it out! I will send it to you soon to hear
what you think about it.

Inbox

More

mrullbe@risd.edu

M

Ryan Waller

Inbox

Answer Nº 1

Apr 15

Ryan Waller

Inbox

Answer Nº 2

Apr 16

Ryan Waller

Inbox

Answer Nº 3

Apr 17

Ryan Waller

Inbox

Answer Nº 4

Apr 18

Starred
Sent Mail
Drafts
All Mail

Thank you for your time!
Best,

Trash

Maria
p.s. (Maria’s response to the joke):
Stay cool, Ryan, it’s almost summer!
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Thank you. The gift given. By “stealing” letterforms and
inspiration from my classmates, and then editing and rearranging them, I created a stencil postcard from laser-cut
acrylic. The message, “Infinite Thank You,” was designed
using the stolen letters to create a new composite piece.
The cards were given to each one of my classmates as a
gift that is both a message and a tool.

The written message communicates my gratitude for the inspiration they gave me. At the
same time, the postcard itself is a tool that can
be used to produce an infinite number of thankyou cards and new designs.
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This project is in keeping with the spirit of
Picasso’s quote, “Good artists copy, great artists
steal.” The way I personally interpret this quote is
that we all draw inspiration from our surroundings.

These images show the processes involved, from
ideation to production to the moment of gifting.
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Pieced-together. Collaborative alphabet. Using leftover
counterforms from the previous project, I set up a new scenario in which I asked my classmates to use these pieces to
spell out a list of words. The collection of words resulting
from the experiment contained all the letters in the alphabet,
so the final result was a collaborative alphabet that I later
shared with the participants.

The full alphabet that resulted was given
back to the participants, with each person
receiving one letter.

The strength of this project is that it expands
upon the thank-you project in both form and
content. Formally, typography was the primary
output, but the fact that both projects generated
tools for creation is also significant.
The collaborative and inclusive spirit of both of
these projects feels like a generous and truthful
way of honoring inspiration. My personal philosophy of construction and deconstruction is also
clearly evidenced through the process.
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The opposite page shows the working area,
with the counter pieces and the instructions
for the experiment. The images above show
the participants completing the tasks.
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Images of the resulting letterforms
that were given to participants.
Image scale 1:1

Manifesto. The book. Is an experimental publication based
on El Lissitzky’s work entitled The Book. The text is reinterpreted and recomposed using anatomical imagery of the
human body. The concept is based on a comparison of the
complexity of the typographic systems of a book with the
physical and mechanical systems of the body.

In the above illustration from
the book, the character “g” merges
with a human anatomical drawing.
This image symbolizes the act of
looking very deeply to understand
how a system functions.

The publication is a visual
metaphor based on the parallels
between the systems of a book
and those of the human body.
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the format of medical records,
which allows the publication to
be arranged in different ways.
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The page at right compares
the rhythm of typography and
its legibility with the pulsation
of the human heart.

These images show details of other pages from the piece,
illustrating other comparisons to Lissitzky’s manifesto.
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Ornament
of the
everyday

I don’t know how the tourists who come
to Barcelona perceive Gaudí’s buildings
there, but my guess is that Barcelona
natives, who walk on Gaudí’s pavement
tiles every time we traverse Passeig
de Gràcia, see and perceive his works
slightly differently. We recognize the
magnificence of his buildings and constructions, but we often simply pass in
front of them and keep going with our
lives. This does not mean, however, that
we don’t value them; we actually love it
like this. We appreciate the fact that these
remarkable buildings are everyday visuals
for us. As a citizen of Barcelona, Gaudí’s
buildings give me a different kind of
reward, one that is less based on surprise
but that brings a human dimension to
the everyday.
In school, we were introduced to
Gaudí’s life and work and often went
for field trips to personally experience
the examples we studied. We learned
about his very particular way of seeing
and envisioning structures. He designed
every aspect of his works with their
surroundings in mind, and he likewise
utilized the natural elements provided
by the environment as inspiration for his
designs. “Gaudí is more than an architect!” the professors used to say, and
they were right; he designed furniture
and interiors and also worked with urban
planning and even landscape architecture. He was an astute observer of the
whole and knew exactly how to compose
an integrated result without missing any
connections.
Gaudí believed that nature was
the origin of everything, as demonstrated
when he said, “Anything created by
human beings is already in the great
book of nature.” Gaudí stated that
“geometry is the language of the architect,” but curiously, he found it primarily
in the organic structures of nature, and
as a result he developed a very unique
way of understanding and referencing it.
In his approach, organic structures are
not merely ornamentation; they are
instead a vital part of the overall geometry of his architectural process. This idea
made his artworks really unique, with
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most of them featuring round corners or
imperfect lines. He believed that letting
function guide his forms lent them a
distinctive personality. In the way Gaudí
understood structure, form, and ornamentation, these three elements could
not be separated, and only through
realizing this could an architect honor the
identity of a site.
Gaudí was also strong believer in
craft, and he was known for bringing
craftsmanship to industrialized production without compromising its essence,
warmth, and humanity. This is relevant
because, thanks to the reproduction
of craft, his repetition of an organic form
could be utilized to build bigger systems
and mimic structures and behaviors
from nature.
A clear example would be the
tiles of Passeig de Gràcia, the ones I
mentioned before which formally bring
the sea into our city streets. These tiles
could be labeled as ornamentation—
pieces that serve a strictly decorative
purpose for the sidewalks of the street.
Maybe that’s one way to see it, but it’s
definitely not the way everyday city
commuters experience it. The seaweed
forms or jellyfishes inside each unit of
tiles, in combination with one another,
are responsible for draining the water
when it rains;
what element can deal better with water
than a marine being? For the citizens of
Barcelona, these forms speak with a comforting familiarity and honesty, elevating
our identity, history, and landscape.
It’s been awhile since I have experienced a Gaudí building as a citizen
because these last two years, I haven’t
walked the Barcelona streets daily. On
my last visit to the city three months ago,
I thought it might be interesting to walk
into one of Gaudí’s buildings and try to
experience it as a tourist. It was perfect
timing. Casa Vicens, also known by locals
as La Casa de les Carolines, had been
opened to the public for the first time
only a few months prior. I went to visit it
without thinking twice. This building is
considered the first to bear Gaudí’s stamp
as architect. It does not share the wavy or
rounded structures of his later works, but
it is an explosion of experimentation in
which he combined influences from different cultures without losing his creative
identity. A house without corridors
with a walkable rooftop, the structure
is a celebration of its natural surroundings, and the forms and details that
first emerged here were revisited and
explored in his later works.
Even though I tried to be a tourist
for a little while, Casa Vicens made me
feel more at home than ever. As Gaudí
would say, “Originality consists of a return
to the origin.” Gaudí found his originality
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in nature, and I found mine by visiting
Casa Vicens, where his forms reconnected me with Barcelona’s landscapes,
which in turn pointed me back to nature.
I think Gaudí gave us, his fellow citizens,
a legacy of looking, thinking, and living
with ornamentation. This is probably why
it is difficult for me to label it as only a
form of decoration. Ornament is more
than this; it is itself a revealing, complex
structure and an honest translation of
nature. It has the capacity to remind us of
the complexity that surrounds us, which
is often lost in attempts at simplification.

SYSTEMS

Narrative
of the binary

TERRITORY

As humans, our behavior in daily life both
follows unconscious numerical patterns
and also leaves behind traces of
them. Everything can be translated into
numbers. From the simplest philosophical
point of view, the notion of duality is key
to understanding fundamental dynamics
such as night and day, good and bad,
positive and negative, or darkness and
light. Our world is binary, but this fact
doesn’t mean it is necessarily simple. In
order to find gray tones, complex combinations of the two extreme of black and
white must be used. Particular combinations of 0 and 1 convey specific information, which in turn comprises databases,
but we must be aware that this information doesn’t offer the complete narrative.
One example of the complexity that
coexists with the binary is when I talk to
my mom on my cell phone and say the
words, “I miss you.” In this instance, the
sounds are convertible into a sequence
of 0s and 1s, in the same way that the
most beautiful image I save on my laptop
also exists as a pattern of these numbers.
Associating numerical values with
certain characteristics of natural systems
has helped us validate ideas such as
scientific theories, which greatly inform
our perception of reality. Galileo asserted
that the universe was like an open book
written in mathematical language,
and looking at a database of binary examples, we can see clearly that he was on
the right track. Javier Tejada, a physicist
and faculty member at the University of
Barcelona, published in one of his articles
that numbers and mathematics are a
direct result of nature; when we observe
nature, we discover its numbers.
With this in mind, I think we can
understand ornament in the same way we
understand data. Ornament is based on
mathematics, geometry, and numbers; it
lives in nature, and it offers information
whose narratives can only be understood
by decoding the system that will allow
us to comprehend it as a whole. To say,
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then, that ornament is purely decorative
reveals, in my view, a lack of investment
in reading its code. If we look any
example of ornament, we will glean information about the basic elements of the
system to which it belongs, in the same
way that we can get complex information from a database written in the basic
binaries of 0 and 1. Both ornament and
binary systems have as their basis natural
and essential factors formalized through
a repeated geometric or numeric value.
The message or narrative of the
whole can only be understood
by decoding the system, and this means
understanding how its elements are
connected and being able to perceive
all forms as a complex whole. The same
process is applied to the comprehension of ornament; through its forms we
gather information, but it is only through
synthesizing this information that we
can bring meaning and narrative to the
overall picture.
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The Octavi Rofes interview, which begins on the
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Octavi Rofes Baron, PhD, is an anthropologist based in Barcelona.
He travels, writes essays and articles, and also teaches. Octavi is
a great thinker, writer, and observer. Challenging students is one
of his specialties, and his classes—as well as his exams—are anything but conventional. Octavi is not a linear thinker, and he pieces together stories to express big, abstract thoughts. He is the
department head for the master’s program in Culture of Design at
Eina University, where he also teaches a class called Art, Design,
and Society, a foundation studies class for undergrads in design.
I was one of his students in 2012, and I still refer to the notes I
took during his class. Over the past few years, I have used them
on a number of occasions for writing essays, finding inspiration,
or making projects.
In February of 2018, Octavi and I met at Eina University, and over
a long coffee at the university bar, called Classroom Zero, we had
the following conversation.
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MARIA

One of the main topics in my thesis is culture. Culture
is a word that, depending on its usage, can sound very generic,
and it is frequently used in a non-specific way. Its linguistic nature, as well as its semiotic one, is abstract. This term captures
so many intangible concepts, and therefore I think it is relevant
to start the interview by trying to locate a specific definition
of culture.

science is the most fitting. This is probably why I have been
working and researching with this definition in mind.
What, for you, is the definition of culture?
Do you think it is relevant to define culture within the frame of
natural science?
OCTAVI

There is an outstanding truth in your question.
As a Phd in Anthropology, I can tell you that this discipline is
often blamed for not even being able to define the main concept
that we work with, which is culture. This is justified because there
is no stable definition of culture. Maybe what we all should assume is that we don’t have to define culture and that the definition of culture is not one that we can find in the dictionary, no
matter how good the dictionary is. [ 00 : 03 : 51 ]2

I did some research on this idea through different resources, and
from those that I consulted, I chose the definition from the
Catalan Encyclopedia and the one from the Cambridge Dictionary. It is interesting to me how resources that come from different
countries, languages, and cultures define this concept differently.
To further complicate matters, culture is a polysemic word, so all
resources offer multiple definitions. I chose those that were more
appropriate to my ideas.

As you know, I am the department head in Culture of Design
here at Eina University, and during these last years I am attempting to talk about culture — not defining it, but discussing it
through positioning culture as the opposite of theory. The equation I propose is: theory is equal to friendship as culture is equal
to love. Friendship is understood as a predictable link. Friendship
is honest, safe, and always promises comfort. For example, it’s
known that in a group of friends exist a number of factors that
are established and never change. They will meet at the same
hour, at the same spot, to talk about the same things… and so on,
for life. The feedback you receive from a friend will be based on
prudent advice like, “This does not fit with you,” or “That is not
made for you,” and so on…. What I mean is that we normally tend
to understand that culture is something similar to this. We tend
to believe culture works in the same way as friendship does. We
conceive culture as a form of collective friendship in which an
existing group shares a culture, therefore they have to perform a
series of rituals, and they share belongings as well as values.

In the Catalan Encyclopedia, culture is defined as:
1. A set of traditions (literary, historical, social, and scientific
ways of life both material and spiritual) of a people,
a society, or humanity in general.
2. Cultivation of the knowledge and the faculties
of human/man.
In the Cambridge Dictionary, we see:
1. The arts and other manifestations of human intellectual
achievement, regarded collectively.
2. The ideas, customs, and social behavior of a particular
people or society.
In both definitions I discovered terms and words of interest,
and somehow I understood and shared some of the points of
view. I have to admit, however, that the definition that really
helps me understand the idea of culture is the one that lives
in my class notes from your course, Art, Design, and Society,
[ 00 : 02 : 26 ]1 particularly in Unit 2: Culture and Nature.
The definition I am referring to is the one that has its roots in
Darwinist theory that states, “Culture is all those things that
are not genetic.” [ 00 : 02 : 37 ]1 Therefore, everything we acquire
corresponds to culture. As an extension of this position,
Richard Dawkins applies Darwin’s theory of natural selection
of species to culture, and he proposes the natural selection
of cultural ideas. I think that defining culture through natural
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[ 00 : 00 : 00 ] – [ 00 : 02 : 57 ]

There is a significant fact regarding the culture discussion
that I love, and it is not much talked about. If we look back to the
origins of anthropology, there was a period when the mainstream
thinking was Diffusionism, [ 00 : 05 : 53 ]3 which refers to studying
a culture and its characteristics or traits by analyzing its diffusion
or transmission from the common society to all other societies.
During this period, Marcel Mauss advocated that Diffusionism
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was the least interesting approach to studying anthropology
because diffusion is part of human nature. As humans, we engage
in social and expansive behavior, so the interest lies in those
things that humans do not spread. Marcel Mauss poses that the
interest of culture begins when humans establish and maintain
their differences. I am going to give you an example. Inuit and
Algonquian are neighboring peoples, both eskimo tribes from
North America. [ 00 : 06 : 37 ]4 Inuits are known for owning
well-designed canoes, which are safely navigable, very efficient,
lightweight, etc., and the Algonquians have an extremely warm,
water-resistant, comfortable, and lightweight snow boot. According to Mauss's point of view, the cultural and anthropological
interest of these tribes is the fact that they didn’t copy or share
technologies. [ 00 : 06 : 59 ]4 This means the Algonquians never
copied the canoe design of the Inuits, and the Inuits never made
the same boots as the Algonquians. The reason why these tribes
haven’t exchanged this knowledge is because these specific
differences and features are what define and sustain them. With
this in mind, we can say that culture can also be a rejection. Recognizing difference is also culture; it doesn’t need to be always
understood as the ability to love similarities; culture does not only
have to collect common features that are unique and safe.
In keeping with this example, we can again state that culture
is equal to love as theory is to friendship because love, unlike
friendship, is an insecure and risky field. And let me specify that
when I refer to love, I am talking about the first stage of falling in
love, —the first six weeks. After that, love can turn into friendship or other kinds of things. When this first love stage happens,
the attraction is generated by the difference, the unknown, or
in other words, all those traits that are not the same. Love is the
insecure field because while you can project yourself to be a
friend of someone, you cannot project with whom you will fall in
love. Hence, your attitude in the love field will be always based on
surprise and a lack of emotional control.
We can say, then, that when we present culture theoretically,
we tend to frame it in the safety field by treating it as we do
friendship. For example, “It is your culture, you should behave
like this,” or, “According to your culture, this should be made
like that.” However, culture understood through the analogy of
love is always surprising — something that doesn’t really need
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to come from the truth, but it does come from the unexpected,
from bewilderment, from life! Since we understand culture as
love, we can advocate that culture is variable, and by no means
tries to be eternal or continuous. [ 00 : 08 : 33 ]5 It is not heritage.
[ 00 : 08 : 40 ]6 There is an inherited vision of culture, and personally I like to distinguish —especially in the scope of cultural
products or culture production— what is considered as heritage
and what is perceived as culture understood from a complex and
variable point of view.

your way of making pizza becoming UNESCO wolrd heritage?”
and they were all radiant, shouting, “At last! At last! At last! At
last it is known that many things are called pizza, but there is
only one true pizza, and it’s our pizza, —the Neapolitan pizza!”
Now, it is understood that this is the “real” and “true” pizza, thus
it needs to be prepared through a specific process, with specific
ingredients, using specific gestures, etc., and these features are
unique because UNESCO has documented and protected them.
[ 00 : 10 : 47 ]6 In my view, right at the moment when it gets established what pizza is and what pizza isn’t, pizza ceases to be
culture. [ 00 : 10 : 55 ]7 In this instant, pizza becomes another thing:
it becomes friendship! Because you fall out of love with it; love
does not exist anymore. Because this happens, you know you will
be back to eat Neapolitan pizza, and no matter what, it will be
exactly the same! Like the group of friends that meet at the same
hour, at the same spot, to talk about the same things.

I am going to give you another example. Last week, UNESCO
declared the Neapolitan pizza as being world heritage. Well, not
the pizza as an object, but “the Neapolitan art of making pizza”
has become immaterial world heritage according to UNESCO.
[ 00 : 09 : 11 ]7Last year, I had a student from Naples. He did great
work, and when he presented it, all of his family came from Italy
to attend the presentation. Afterwards, the family invited me out
for dinner. They knew a Neapolitan pizzeria in Barcelona that
was perfect; it was really authentic. This pizzeria in Barcelona was
exactly like being in Naples. The family proudly guaranteed that
this was a safe option because, as they assured me, in this restaurant I would understand “what real Neapolitan pizza really is.”
When we arrived at the restaurant, it was full. There was no room
for us: drama!

This perception of culture as heritage, [ 00 : 11 : 20 ]6 which is what
I perceive in your passport project — maybe I'm wrong… and
I mean, the passport as a document is a good choice because it is
a bureaucratic document, and it connotes safety, and the sounds
it contains belong to a particular heritage, but… what if the
sounds were filtered through a different perception of culture?
(We discuss his opinions about The Rooted Sound Passport
project. Even though I tried to defend my decisions as ingenious
and cohesive solutions, I realized that Octavi was making some
interesting points. Which leads me to my next question...)

Plan “B” was another pizzeria, but when we arrived there, they
discovered it was a Sicilian pizzeria, and that was like… (Octavi
makes a dramatic gesture of being horrified, and we both laugh.)
disaster! Anyway, we got in, and when we were sitting at the
table reading the menu, a curious discussion started to happen.
The Neapolitan family members started to give me advice like,
“I would go with a marinara pizza because it has less ingredients
so there is less risk!” And this is the same phenomenon as the
neighboring tribes, the Inuit and Algonquian, and their rejection
of one another's canoes and boots. [ 00 : 10 : 13 ]4 In the same way
the Neapolitan vibes at the table were like, “We are Neapolitan,
and we are having a hard time here!”
So, with respect to that experience, when UNESCO declared the
Naples way of making pizza an immaterial world heritage, I decided to go back to the Neapolitan pizzeria that we couldn’t get
into that day, and I asked the waiters, “How do you feel about
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ORIGINAL VERSION, CATALÀ.
DEFINIM CULTURA.
MARIA Un dels termes més presents a la meva tesi és la paraula
“Cultura”. Cultura és un terme que
depenent del seu ús pot sonar molt
genèric perquè sovint, se’n fa un
ús poc explícit. La seva naturalesa
lingüística i per tant semiòtica és abstracte. La cultura abraça molts conceptes intangibles i crec que és rellevant fer l’intent de començar amb una
definició especifica d’aquesta.
He començat amb una recerca l’enciclopèdia catalana i al Cambridge
Dicctionary. És curiós com els matisos ja es diferencien entre diccionaris
de llegues i cultures diferents. Com a
paraula polisèmica en el diccionari es
presenten diverses definicions. Per
tant he escollit aquelles definicions
que s’ajusten més el meu marc d’estudi. A l’ enciclopèdia catalana “Cultura” es defineix com: 1. Conjunt de
tradicions (literàries, historicosocials i
científiques) i de formes de vida (materials i espirituals) d’un poble, d’una
societat o de tota la humanitat. 2. Conreu dels coneixements i les facultats
de l’home. Al diccionari de Cambridge
trobem les següents definicions
rellevants: 1. Les arts I altres manifestacions de l’intel·lecte humà que
representen un assoliment col·lectiu.
2. Les idees, actituds, costum i comportament socials d’una societari. En
totes aquestes definicions hi trobo
termes d’interès i comparteixo la seva
posició. Malgrat tot fins al moment
la definició que personalment m’ha
ajudat més a comprendre la idea de
cultura es troba en els apunts de la
teva classe Art Disseny I Societat. Específicament en el segon tema/unitat
– Cultura/Natura –
La definició que millor s’ajusta des del
meu punt de vista és la que té l’origen
en Darwin. “Cultura” és tot allò que
1
no és genètic. [ 00 : 02: 26 ] Per tant
tot allò que és adquirit és correspon
a la cultura. Com a extensió d’aquesta definició, Richard Dawkins aplica
la teoria de Darwin a la Cultura esposa la idea de “Selecció Cultural de
les idees”. Personalment crec definir
cultura a través de les ciències naturals sembla aportar un caràcter més
científic i acurat.
Quina és per tu la definició de cultura? Creus que és rellevant definir
cultura en el marc de ciències naturals? Per què?
OCTAVI

Hi ha una rellevant veritat
en la teva pregunta. Com antropòleg
i doctor en antropologia, et puc dir
que l’antropologia és una disciplina
a la qual sovint s’acusa de no haver
definit ni tan sols el concepte amb
què treballa perquè no hi ha una
definició estable de cultura. Pot ser, el
que hauríem d’assumir és que no s’ha
de definir cultura o que la definició de
cultura no és el tipus de definicions
que es poden trobar en un diccionari
2
per bo que sigui. [ 00 : 03: 51 ] Pel que
fa a la menció de cultura del Disseny
que coordino a Eina, estic procurant
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de parlar de cultura, no definir, sinó
parlar de cultura per oposició a teoria.
És a dir, proposo un paral·lelisme on
contraposo teoria com amistat i cultura com amor. L’amistat entesa com
allò que és un vincle previsible, segur
i honest. És un vincle que dóna una
seguretat. Per exemple en un grup
d’amics és sabut que sempre hi ha
una sèrie de factors que són fixes, es
trobaran a la mateixa hora, al mateix
lloc, per parar del mateix, i així tota
la vida... Els consells que et donarà
un amic sempre seran consells de
prudència; com per exemple “això no
està fet per tu”, “això altre no encaixa
amb com ets tu”... on vull arribar, és
que normalment, tendim a entendre
que la Cultura és quelcom semblant
a això. Creiem que la cultura funciona
de la mateixa manera que l’amistat.
Entenem/Concebem la cultura com
una forma d’amistat col·lectiva en
la qual existeix un grup, que comparteixen una cultura, i que per tant
fan o tenen un seguit de rituals propis
i conjunts de valors compartits.
Hi ha un fet rellevant que m’agrada
molt quan es parla de cultura, i penso
que s’ha utilitzat poc. Si ens remuntem en els orígens de la disciplina de
l’antropologia, Marcel Mauss, en un
moment que estava molt de moda
3
estudiar el Difusionisme, [ 00 : 05 : 53 ]
és a dir, estudiar com pautes culturals s’havien desplaçat a través del
mapa, o com havien arribat trets culturals d’un continent a un altre, i se’n
dibuixaven mapes que per explicar
aquests estudis, etc. Marcel Mauss
defensa que el difusionisme és el menys interessant perquè els humans
per naturalesa difonem perquè tenim aquest caràcter social i expansiu.
Marcel planteja que l’antropologia es
comença a posar interessant en el
moment en què no es difonen coses.
És a dir en aquell moment en què es
mantenen i s’estableixen diferències.
Et posaré un exemple, els Inuits i els
4
Algonquins [ 00 : 06 : 37 ] que són
pobles veïns, esquimals del nord del
continent Amèrica, els primers es
caracteritzen per tenir unes canoes
lleugeres, rapides, segures, eficients
en la navegació, perfectament dissenyades, etc. mentre que els segons tenen unes botes de neu impermeables,
lleugeres, còmodes... perfectes! L’interès des d’un punt de vista cultural
4
[ 00 : 06 : 59 ] i antropològic recau en
perquè els Inuits no tenen les botes
Algonquines i els Algonquins no tenen les canones dels Inuits. El fet que
aquestes dues tribus mai hagin intercanviat aquestes eines, mai s’hagin
copiat entre ells i que mai hagin generat cap tipus d’intercanvi s’explica
perquè aquesta diferència o tret característic és el que els manté. És a dir,
aquest rebuig també és cultura. Estimar la diferència és cultura. La cultura
no té per què ser només estimar la
semblança i per tant la “cultura” no té
per què recollir tres unitaris i segurs.
Entenent aquest raonament podem
dir que cultura és igual a l’amor com
teoria és a l’amistat, ja que l’amor a
diferència de l’amistat és el terreny

de l’insegur i l’arriscat. M’estic referint
a l’amor en la fase de les sis primeres
setmanes de l’enamorament, després
aquesta l’amor es pot transformar
en amistat o el que sigui... Però en
aquesta primera fase d’enamorament
l’atracció es genera a través de la
diferència, del desconegut, d’aquells
trets que no són iguals. És un terreny
insegur, perquè així com un pot projectar fer-se amic d’algú, ningú pot
“projectar” o “calcular” enamora-se
d’un altre. I per tant la teva actitud és
sempre de sorpresa i de cert descontrol emocional.
Això doncs s’explica com en el marc
teòric la cultura sempre s’emmarca en
el terreny de l’amistat i en el terreny
del que és segur; “És la teva cultura,
comportat així”, “S’ha de fer d’aquesta
manera”... Però la cultura entesa des
de l’analogia de l’amor, és quelcom
sorprenent, que no neix de la veritat,
sinó de la sorpresa, de l’inesperat,
de la vida! I per tant és variable, ni
molt menys intenta ser etern o con5
tinu. [ 00 : 09 : 11 ] No és patrimoni.
6
[ 00 : 08 : 40 ] Existeix una visió patrimonialista de la cultura i personalment, m’agrada distingir carmenat,
sobretot en l’àmbit de producte cultural, allò que és patrimoni, i el que
és cultura entesa des d’aquest punt
de vista més complex i variable. Et
posaré un altre exemple: La setmana
passada, la UNESCO va declar la pizza Napolitana com a patrimoni de la
humanitat. És a dir no la pizza com a
objecte, sinó “L’art Napolità de fer Piz7
zes” [ 00 : 10 : 13 ] a esdevingut patrimoni immaterial de la humanitat. L’any
passat tenia un estudiant Napolità, va
fer un molt bon treball, el va presentar,
lla seva família va venir des de Nàpols
a la presentació… i en acabar em varen
convidar a anar a sopar. Em varen dir
que a Barcelona hi ha un pizzeria Napolitana que és perfecte, és autentica.
Aquesta pizzeria de Barcelona és com
si fos Nàpols. Orgullosos em garantien
que era un lloc “segur” porque em podien garantir que entendria que era la
pizza Napolitana. Quan varem arribar,
el restaurant estava ple: Drama!
El “Pla B”, era una altre pizzeria, però
varen descobrir que era Sicinilina, i
això va ser... (l’Octavi fer el test de
taller-se les venes i tots dos riem) desastros! De totes maneres vam entrar,
i un cop asseguts, llegint la carta de
les pizzes Sicilianes, van començar a
sorgir una seguit de comentaris super interessants. La família de Nàpols
em recomanaven “Demana una pizza
Marinara que com té menys ingredients hi ha menys risc...”. És a dir molt
semblant al fenomen que et comentava del pobles veïns, els Inutis i els
4
Algorquins [ 00 : 10 : 13] i les seves
canoes i botes… Així mateix les emocions que transmetia la família era
com... “Nosaltres som Napolitans i estem aquí com passant-ho malament...”
Bé, doncs, en quan la UNESCO va
declarar l’art Napolità de fer pizzes
patrimoni immaterial de la humanitat,
valg decidir anar a ala pizzeria Napolitana, aquella que no varem tenir
opció a provar perquè esteva plena… i

[ 00 : 00 : 00 ] – [ 00 : 12 : 00 ]

els vaig preguntar als cambres “Què…
com us sentiu des de que l’art de la
pizza Napolitana és patrimoni per la
UNESCO?”, i tots ells estaven super
radians; “Per fi! Per fi! Per fi! Per fi
se sap que moltes coses tenen nom
de pizza, però de pizza només n’hi
ha una, i és aquesta, la Napolitana!”
Així doncs ens dóna a entendre que
aquesta és la verdadera pizza, que
s’ha de fer d’aquesta manera, seguint
aquests procediments, amb aquests
ingredients específics, etc, etc. que
son únics i que la UNESCO ha rec6
ollit i documentat. [ 00 : 10 : 47 ] Per
tant, des del meu punt de vista, en
aquest moment en que s’estableix
que és la pizza, la pizza deixa de se
7
cultura. [ 00 : 10 : 55 ] Passa a ser…
una altre cosa… passa a ser amistat!
Perquè… et desenamores d’ella... si
saps que tornaràs al cap de uns cinc
anys… i serà la mateixa! Com el grup
d’amics que es reuneix cada dia de
la setmana, al mateix lloc, per parlar
del mateix…. Aquesta visió de la cul6
tura com a patrimoni, [ 00 : 11 : 20 ]
que és la que intueixo en el teu projecte del passaport…. Però potser no
és… I el format del passaport no esta
malament, perquè el passaport com
a tal és un document burocràtic i de
seguretat…. i els sons que hi projectes fan referència a diferents tipus de
patrimoni reconegut… però… i si els
sons fossin diferents…? i reflectissin…
(Discutim una mica sobre la critica
del projecte del passaport, però tot
i voler defensar el projecte i el seu
component d’enginy i reflectiu… m’he
n’adono que l’Octavi esta fent una
proposta interessant… i això em porta
a la meva següent pregunta).
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Illustration by Maria Rull.
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Cartoon illustration from the
book Today's Hieroglyphs:
Imprints on Packaging for
Transport, by Hans-Rudolf Lutz.
Vector illustration made by
Maria Rull and pulled from the book
entitled An Anthropology of the
Subject: Holographic Worldview
in New Guinea and Its Meaning
and Significance for the World of
Anthropology by Roy Wagner, 2001.
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Cover of Beyond Nature and Culture
by Philipe Decola.

conventionalize

... a shift of
positions
between mental
possibilities.
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Illustration by Maria Rull.
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discern

differentiate

M

Systems is a word that appears repeatedly in my thesis.
Interestingly, you didn’t use it so often in your classes. I rarely
see it in my class notes. The way I understand the world is as
a system of physical and intangible elements that relate to
one another and reveal a complex whole. And this is exactly the
way I approach and make graphic design. In order to understand
and talk about a system, I break things apart. I disconnect or
disjoin the elements, understand them, and then rearrange them
in a form that both reflects and shapes my voice. The role of imagination in relating these elements is key to changing the cultural imaginary of a society.

because they are predominant; we appreciate them because
they are the minority. Wagner says that we are the critics, not the
artists. In other words, we are not composers but music critics.
However, we could totally imagine the opposite. Wagner, through
his experience in Melanesia, [ 00 : 15 : 15 ]9proposes the anti-example of our society. He comes up with a society in which everyone is an artist and the critics are the exception. [ 00 : 15 : 21 ]10 In
this imagined society, there is continuous differentiation, so the
culture itself would also be one of differentiation and would never
be conventional. In this society, heritage would not be rewarded
but would be… on the contrary. In the same way, we need artists
in our kind of society because if we didn’t have them, we would
be fossilized [ 00 : 16 : 59 ]10 Everything would be conventional,
and we need some motivation towards difference so we can have
a little bit of a mess. In the supposed case of a society where
everything is a mess, disassembled, or chaotic, for instance, they
would need prophets [ 00 : 17 : 05 ]10who knock everything over
and violate rules like, “This is the only thing that goes!” Those
prophets in that society would be prestigious because they would
be a minority.

What do you think about this process? Do you see imagination
as a means of articulating and changing systems? And by systems, I guess I am referring to the social ones.
O

In my thesis, I used Roy Wagner's works done between
1970 and 1974, in which he exposes a distinction similar to the
one you are mentioning in your question. He proposed two
symbolization methods: one method of symbolization that generalizes and conventionalizes and another that differentiates.
[ 00 : 13 : 03 ]8 This second one would be the equivalent of what
you call imagination. So, the distinction could be explained by
comparing these two methods with packing and unpacking.
On the one hand, there are symbols that pack ideas, and therefore create categories, and on the other, there are symbols that
differentiate. This second kind of symbols behaves like, “What
you think belongs to this category, —I'm going to open it up, dissect it, and basically unpack it”; hence this second kind
of symbols is more discerning.

Applying that to my point, I propose that whether someone differentiates or conventionalizes depends upon the mental structures
their culture is prioritizing. To clarify this idea, I always refer to
a book that I strongly recommend if you are interested in the relationship between culture and nature. It is titled Beyond Nature
and Culture by Philippe Descola. [ 00 : 16 : 59 ]11 In this book, the
anthropologist Descola presents four ways to relate nature and
culture which are four ontologies or, in other words, four ways
to understand the universe.

The interesting point of this distinction is that packing and
unpacking always go hand in hand. [ 00 : 14 : 17 ]9 Exactly what
you were referring to: you kind of don’t know if you are packing
or unpacking. Indeed each cultural context gives priority to one
of these mechanisms. According to Roy Wagner, we — European, Caucasian or however you want to call it — are a society that
tends to conventionalize. And by that I mean that we understand
culture as a convention, therefore we are constantly packing.
In our society, the “unpackers,” such as artists, are very prestigious because they are the exception. If they were the norm, maybe they wouldn’t have the same value. We don’t appreciate them

The first one is naturalism — our society's understanding — the
other three are: animism, totemism, and analogism. Each one of
these ontologies implies an explicit combination of the concepts
in question. [ 00 : 17 : 22 ]12 Taking this into account, I understand
that when we behave in a creative or differential way within our
own culture, we are simply using another of these ontological
categories. This means that we are thinking like an animist, totemist, or analogist in a society that operates under the category
of naturalism; we are applying other mental models to a naturalist
understanding. Looking at it from another perspective, in an animist society, behaving as a naturalist would imply being creative.

INTERVIEW Q.2

[ 00 : 12 : 01 ] – [ 00 : 15 : 01 ]
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[ 00 : 15 : 02 ] – [ 00 : 18 : 06 ]

SYSTEMS

So what is really happening is a shift of positions between these
ontologies and their different mental possibilities. [ 00 : 18 : 10 ]12
For example, even though you are not animist, you talk to your
dog as if it were a person, and thus you are behaving like an
animist. Although you know that this is beyond the norms of the
society in which you live, your mind allows you to do it.
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SISTEMES.
M

Sistemes és una paraula que
apareix constantment a la meva tesi.
Curiosament gairebé no apareix en
els apunts de l’assignatura. La manera com entenc el món és a través
de sistemes. Entenent sistemes com
diferents unitats o elements que
conformen un mecanisme complex.
Aquesta idea es veu reflectida en la
meva pràctica. La comprensió d’un
sistema, la desarticulació d’aquest i
la creació d’un nou arrengament és
el que em permet posar la veu en la
meva pràctica artística. El rol de la
imaginació (o creativitat en aquest
nou arrengament) és clau per aconseguir un canvi en l’imaginari social.
Que n’opines?

O A la meva tesi utilitzava, utilitzava els treballs de Roy Wagner dels
anys 1970-1974, on mencionava una
distinció molt semblant que contrasta dos modes de simbolització. Un
mode de simbolització generalitza
i convencionalitza i l’altre mode de
8
simbolització diferencia. [ 00 : 13 : 03 ]
Aquest segon s’equivaldria al que tu
anemones “imaginació”. És a dir, podríem explica-ho com empaquetar i
desempaquetar. Hi ha símbols que
empaqueten coses i creen categories,
i símbols que el que fan és dir “això
que pensàveu que formava part d’una
categoria, ho desmunto, ho obro, i desempaqueto” i per tant aquest segon
diferencia.

L’interessant d’aquesta distinció és
que empaquetar i desempaquetar
9
es donen sempre junts. [ 00 : 14 : 17 ]
És a dir, al que tu et referies amb la
teva pregunta; no saps si estàs empaquetant o desempaquetant. Però
en cada context cultural es dóna prioritat a un d’aquesta sobre els altres.
Per exemple, el que diu Roy Wagner,
és que nosaltres (com caucasians, europeus, digali com vulguis) som una
societat de convencionalitzadors. És
a dir, entenem la cultura com a convenció, i que per tant empaquetem.
És veritat que els desempaquetadors,
com per exemple els artistes, tenen
molt prestigi, perquè són excepcions,
si fossin la norma, potser no tindrien
aquest valor. És a dir, no els valorem
perquè són els que predominen a la
societat, si no perquè és del que n’hi
ha menys. Segons Wagner, nosaltres
som crítics, no som artistes. O posant
un altre exemple, no som compositors,
som crítics de música. Però podríem
imaginar... Wagner, amb la seva ex9
periència amb Malanesia, [ 00 : 15 : 15 ]
proposa Malanesia com el anti-exemple de societat on suposadament
tothom fos artista i els crítics fossin
10
la excepció. [ 00 : 15 : 21 ] És a dir que
existís una contínua diferenciació, en
el que la cultura fos diferenciació, no
fos convenció, en el que és premies
no fos el patrimoni sinó... el contrari.
Així doncs, si bé nosaltres necessitem
artistes perquè si no arribaríem a
fossilitzar el nostre entorn – perquè
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P.21

seria tot convenció, i cal que hi hagi
una motivació cap a la diferència, que
porti a introduir el desordre aquí dins
– en una possible societat on tot és
desordre i tot és creatiu, de tant en
tant cal que apareguin profetes que
s’ho carreguin tot i diguin “no, només
val això!” aquest profetes seran molt
prestigiosos, però seran minoritaris.
Llavors, el meu punt és que el fet de
diferenciar o de convencionalitzar es
reflecteix en l’ús de certes estructures
mentals que són les que es prioritzen
en la teva cultura però que no esgoten
les teves capacitats per pensar. I amb
això faig servir – i t’ho recomanaria
molt si t’interessa la relació de naturalesa i cultura – un dels llibres, importantíssims, que ha produït l’antropologia recent, que es diu “Més enllà de la
11
naturalesa i la cultura” [ 00 : 16 : 59 ] de
Philippe Descola ... (on ell proposa) En
aquest llibre Descola proposa que hi
ha quatre formes de relacionar Naturalesa i Cultura, quatre ontologies,
quatre formes d’entendre l’univers. La
primera és la Naturalista (és la nostra), les altres tres són; la segona l’Animista, la Totemista i l’Analogista. Cada
una d’aquestes ontologies implica una
recombinació diferent dels conceptes
12
de cultura i naturalesa. [ 00 : 17 : 22 ] I
el que jo vull dir és que quan dins de la
nostra cultura actuem d’un mode creatiu és a dir diferenciador, no estem
fent altra cosa que utilitzar els altres
esquemes ontològics. És a dir, que estem pensant com analogista, o com a
totèmic, o com animista dins un model naturalista. Per tant estem aplicant
altres models mentals per resoldre la
definició naturalista. Si ho miréssim
des d’un altre punt de vista, en una
societat animista ser naturalista seria ser creatiu. Dit d’una altra manera
l’únic que hi ha és un canvi de lloc de
les coses dins d’un joc de possibilitats
12
mentals. [ 00 : 18 : 10 ] Així doncs, encara que no siguis animista, li parles
al teu gos, per tant t’estàs comportant
com ho faria un animista. Tu ets conscient que ho estàs fent fora de la norma de la societat en la qual vius, però
la teva ment t’ho permet fer.

[ 00 : 12 : 01 ] – [ 00 : 18 : 20 ]
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Image from the documentary
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According to Michael Baxandall, [ 00 : 20 : 20 ]13 our cultural
influences affect the way we look at the world. At any moment
at any location, the world is viewed in a different way. Art and
society are two abstract and different concepts. Art, design, and
society, however, are relative, and they live inside the same
equation. I explain this idea in another way in my thesis. I believe
that design responds and behaves according to our experiences
of education, culture, and place, as well as what we have seen
and where we have been. These realities define an identity and
are responsible for shaping our instincts and decisions.
M

us to understand the art practices of this time. And I imagine that
Baxandall would agree with the series research example; it is so
in keeping with his thought.
M

Do you mean that in the quotidian and domestic behavior
of people is where we find...?
O

Yes, in the quotidian..! The important things are in the mundane details! And regrettably, this part is so invisible to theory.
Look, there is no definition of culture that I agree with, but
there is one of anthropology that I like. Tim Ingold [ 00 : 23 : 41 ]15
said, “Anthropology is like philosophy but with people inside.”
[ 00 : 23 : 43 ]15 Indeed these people should not be treated as
figurines, but they should be active. We should listen to them,
and we have to respect them! We cannot make a distinction like,
“These people are interesting to my research, and those are not…
Because these ones go to museums and the others just watch tv
series, and I want the people who go to museums!” If you accept
the dare of having people in your discussion, you must do it with
empathy and an enormous sense of respect towards them.

Is there a recipe for an artist or designer according to this
idea? What do you think would be a good way to look
at the world? Do we need to look back to the past in order
to understand the present and project the future?
It is great that you went back to Baxandall [ 00 : 21 : 39 ]13
because your question of, “Is there a recipe?” is very related to
Baxandall's practice. Remember that he was solving a process
issue when he figured out that he not only needed to rebuild
objects from the past, but he also needed to rebuild a way of
looking. As an art historian, he posed that we should learn about
the way that objects were looked at during a specific time period
because only by understanding the actual social context of the
moments when they were created would we be able to understand the art in question. In other words, he was trying to find
a process that allowed him to document with real sources the
formation of a way of looking. And the solution is very surprising
because instead of researching the grandiloquent discussions
about how to look at art pieces or how art contemplation should
be, he shifted his attention to the facts of everyday life.
Baxandall considered that the way we look at art is not that
different from the way we understand these everyday practices.
This connection between the quotidian and art —I mean, being
able to see… I am going to give you an example. If we ask ourselves how to understand the idea of a “contemporary person,”
we should probably also ask ourselves how we watch a tv series
(e.g. on Netflix ), [ 00 : 22 : 58 ]14 or how we consume other media.
Understanding how people are looking and living in the world
through their quotidian activities at this moment in time will allow
O

INTERVIEW Q.3

[ 00 : 20 : 11 ] – [ 00 : 23 : 16 ]

M

So we could consider that this eye towards the world, from
your point of view, is not only one focused on what is contained
in the museum (which, according to you, is already far removed
from culture), but that it should open to seeing conflict and friction in the facts of everyday life?
O

Yes, exactly. The eye should extend in that direction.

The eye should be aligned to quotidian facts. [ 00 : 24 : 48 ]16
I am really interested in that point because anytime I try to
explain intangible and abstract thoughts or relationships between
concepts, I realize that the projects that really end up working
well originate from very regular and mundane things, from domestic objects or facts. I am wondering if there is any object...
well, it could be pizza because we talked a lot about it...
M

(We both laugh.)
O

P.24

P.25

… Well, the case of pizza is very recent…

[ 00 : 23 : 17 ] – [ 00 : 25 : 37 ]
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AN EYE TOWARDS THE WORLD

M

Do you think there is any object that has the potential
to explain how the “eye” works nowadays? I realize that up
to now, I have been thinking about objects like flags and
passports, but these are all framed as heritage, so we could
say they mostly fit under the friendship category. Is there
an object that is worth studying or expanding because it could
represent your idea of culture? The one that you relate
with love?

M

Love?

Of love, yes, concentrated in a kind of nothing, but exactly
that moment! Boom! [ 00 : 28 : 00 ]21 It is not even necessary to
listen to the whole song. It's only a specific instant that catches
you. When you are listening to it, and the moment of engaging
is over, you just pass to the next song because the only part
that moves you is this exact one. And this is cultural because,
as Claude Lévi-Strauss describes in his book Look Listen Read,
[ 00 : 28 : 30 ]22during the 17th century a combination of three
minor musical notes provoked significant emotional response in
people then, but nowadays listeners hear those notes and don’t
feel anything! So this means the hit [ 00 : 28 : 58 ]17 is not an animal
instinct but another kind of instinct.

Oh, yeah, sure! Something I am very interested in these days
is the “hit.” [ 00 : 26 : 15 ]17
The “hit?”

O

The hit. The song. The four minutes of pure efficiency, which
is often even less than four minutes. The modulation of a tune
that switches on in a song and all of a sudden creates a popular
and collective addiction. Yesterday, for instance, I talked about
Miley Cyrus in class because I think there is something disquieting about that phenomenon, and there was plenty to discuss.
I would recommend that you to go to Tecla Sala and watch the
movie playing there now called Wonders [ 00 : 26 : 55 ]18 made by
Carles Congost. [ 00 : 26 : 57 ]19 It is about a London-based reggae
band from the '80s that was called Musical Youth, [ 00 : 27 : 00 ]20
and they became really famous with a single hit, but afterwards
their record producer simply dismissed them. What Carles Congost
does in the film is to gather all of the band members and make
a documentary in which they discuss their momentary experience of fame, both then and now. The documentary is extremely
poetic, sensitive, and beautiful, and it really hits the note. It makes
the viewer aware of this type of perfected merchandise known
as the hit, [ 00 : 27 : 33 ]17 essentially an effectiveness capsule
[ 00 : 27 : 39 ]17 that does not depend on language or content.
It is so hard to explain what this evokes and provokes.
There are no words.
M

And lasts for such a short time! As if it was an aspect of…

O

O

M

O

Is it because it is based on emotions?

O

It is extremely emotional, but at the same time it is driven by
the market, so it is basically commercial.
M

And is so effective!
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LA MIRADA DEL MÓN
M D’acord amb Michael Baxandall
13
[ 00 : 20 : 20 ] , les influències culturals
afecten la mirada. En cada moment,
i en cada localització es mira el món
d’una manera diferent. L’art i la societat són dos conceptes abstractes
i diferents però són relatius i estan
dins una mateixa equació. D’alguna manera jo expresso aquesta idea
amb les meves paraules al llarg de la
construcció de la meva tesi quan dic
“Dissenyem d’acord amb el nostre
bagatge educatiu i cultural. Totes les
experiències i llocs, etc. que hem viscut, vist i experimentat són rellevant
i responsables per definir la nostra
identitat, instints i decisions.”

Quina és la “recepta” per un artista
o dissenyador d’acord amb aquesta
idea? quina creus que és una bona
manera de mirar el món? hem de
mira el passat per comprendre el
present i projectar el futur?

P.30

P.31

M

Podríem dir doncs que aquesta
mirada del món des del teu punt de
vista seria no tan sols mirar el que
està emmarcat en el museu, que s’està
allunyant de cultura, sinó poder veure
el conflicte i les friccions diàries que
passen en el dia a dia?

O

O Sí, efectivament, la mirada hauria
d’anar per aquí.

M

M En la línia de com les coses quo16
tidianes... [ 00 : 24 : 48 ] m’interessa
especialment perquè sempre que
intento explicar coses intangibles,
abstractes i grans, m’adono que els
projectes que funcionen millor son
aquests que parteixen de coses petites i domestiques. Hi ha algun objecte... – podria ser la pizza perquè
n’has parlat molt – (els dos riem)
O ... bé perquè el cas de la pizza és
molt recent...

M

Et recomanaria que anessis a veure
al Tecla Sala la pel·lícula “Wonders”
18
[ 00 : 26 : 55 ] del Carles Congost
19
[ 00 : 26 : 57 ] . Sobre un grup dels 80’
de reguiee Londinenc que es deia Mu20
sical Youth [ 00 : 27 : 00 ] , que varen
tenir un sol èxit molt molt gran en
una cançó i després la discogràfica
els va dissoldre. El que ha fet el Carles
congost és recuperar els components
del grup avui en dia i ha fet un documental molt molt molt extremadament poètic i bonic, molt sensible i
que va perfecte on ha d’anar i que et
fa perdre consciència sobre aquesta
mena de mercaderia perfecte que és
17
el hit [ 00 : 27 : 33 ] , i que és com una

O En el quotidià! En el dia a dia, que
és realment l’important! És a dir que
aquesta part per la teoria és invisible...Hi ha un definició d’antropologia
que m’agrada molt, no de cultura,
però si d’antropòloga del Tim Ingold
15
[ 00 : 23 : 41 ] .que diu: “Antropologia
és filosofia però amb gent a dins”
15
[ 00 : 23 : 43 ] . Però, aquesta gent no
se l’ha de tenir a dins com a figurants,
sinó que han de ser actius, se’ls ha
d’escoltar i se’ls ha de tenir respecte!
No es poden segregar... Aquesta gent
m’interessa i aquests no... perquè

INTERVIEW Q.3

càpsula d’efectivitat [ 00 : 27 : 39 ] ,
no lingüista, és a dir no pots explicar el que provoca, no hi ha paraules...

O Està bé que hagis recuperat a
13
Baxandall [ 00 : 21 : 39 ] perquè un
fet que té molt a veure amb el que
estàs preguntant, referent a “quina
és la recepta...” Baxandall també ha
de resoldre un tema de procediment,
quan es planteja com a historiador de
l’art que la seva feina no és només reconstruir objectes sinó també reconstruir una mirada, és a dir aprendre a
mirar aquell objecte com s’havia mirat
en el S. XV, necessita trobar un procediment que li permeti documentar
amb fonts la formació de la Mirada. I
en aquest punt és molt original, fixat
que el que fa, en lloc de recórrer als
grans discursos sobre la mirada, o la
contemplació de l’art, se’n va als fets
quotidians. Considera que la manera
com mirem les obres d’art no és diferent de la manera com ens entrenem
la mirada en les nostres pràctiques
quotidianes. Aquesta connexió entre
el quotidià... és a dir saber veure... És
el mateix que plantejar-nos com consumim els mitjans avui en dia, com
mirem les sèries... És a dir per poder
entendre el concepte de persona contemporani, ens és útil preguntar-nos
com la gent està mirant les sèries. (ex.
14
Netflix) [ 00 : 22 : 58 ] I aquesta reflexió és molt “Bxandallina”...

Vols dir que en el comportament
social de les coses domèstiques està...

[ 00 : 20 : 11 ] – [ 00 : 28 : 59 ]

17

aquests miren series i jo vull gent que
vagi als museus. Si acceptes el repte
de posar gent a dins el teu discurs,
fes-ho amb empatia i amb un sentit
de respecte molt gran.

M

Creus que hi ha algun objectes
que tu creguis que té aquest potencial
per explicar com és la mirada de avui
en dia. M’adono que fins al moment jo
havia estat pensant en objectes com
les banderes, els passaports... però
estan emmarcats en el patrimoni...
podríem dir que entren fàcilment en el
món de l’amistat. Hi ha algun objecte
que tu creus que partir del seu estudi tu creus que pugui projectar la
idea que tu em presentes de cultura,
la cultura com amor?

M

Perquè està basat en les emocions...

És super emocional, però la vegada és mercat.

M I és instintiva.
O

I dura molt poc. Com si fos un
element de...
Del amor?

O

Del amor, concentrat en un no res.
21
Aquell moment. Pum! [ 00 : 28: 00 ]
Que no cal ni que sigui la cançó
sencera, potser només un instant de
la cançó. És a dir que estàs escoltat
i quan s’acaba aquell moment, passes a la següent cançó perquè el tros
que t’interessava era aquell concret.
I això és cultural, perquè Claude
Lévi-Strauss parlar en el seu llibre
22
“Mirar, escoltar, llegir” [ 00 : 28 : 30 ]
explica que hi ha tres notes de remor del segle XVIII que en seu moment
provocaven grans emocions i que avui
en dia la gent les escolta i no noten
17
res. Per tant, no és [ 00 : 28 : 58 ] un instint animal, és un altre tipus d’instint.

O Sí, mira, coses que m’estan interessant últimament, coses molt re17
cents. El hit! [ 00 : 26 : 15 ]
M

El hit?

O El hit, la cançó, els quatre minuts
d’efectivitat pura i fins i tot ni aquests
quatre minuts, sinó una modulació
d’un canvi de to en una cançó que
de sobte crea una addicció popular i
col·lectiva. Per exemple ahir vaig fer la
classe del màster sobre la Marie Sairous, perquè crec que en allí hi havia un
tema d’interès.

AN EYE TOWARDS THE WORLD

Banal Nationalism by Michael Billing.
A scan of Maria's class notes from
the undergrad class Art, Design,
and Society that Octavi teaches.
This leads to the image of Miró's
painting, La Masía. The class notes
mention it as an example of a very
local art piece that has been shown
internationally.
24 - P. 34 - [ 00 : 30 : 30 ]

Portrait of the philosopher
Zygmunt Bauman taken by
Ángel Sánchez.
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Liquid Modernity, an
illustration by Maria Rull.
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27 ]

Image of a cassette by
Umm Kulthum. The image is a
screenshot from a YouTube
video of songs by Umm Kulthum.
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Octavi's quote.
29 - P. 35 - [ 00 : 33 : 21 ]
Illustration by Maria Rull.
30 - P. 35 - [ 00 : 34 : 18 ]

30 - P. 35 - [ 00 : 34 : 18 ]

27 - P. 35 - [ 00 : 32 : 44 ]

Wikipedia image of a database.
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Photo of Umm Kulthum,
augmented with a type illustration.
Image made by Maria Rull.

]

Umm Kulthum’s music, [ 00 : 32 : 44 ]27 so I turned it off. All of a
sudden, the young guys started playing the same Umm Kulthum
song. It is in cases like this, when unexpected coincidences arise,
that the intangible functions of culture create a situation that
becomes more and more interesting. The scene is very complex,
because in its components there is tradition, respect for a particular person's music, etc. Furthermore, we shouldn’t forget that
there is a generational distance, and finally the most important
thing: we were two foreigners from the West, playing an Arabic
song in a local bar in Ramallah. These moments of conflict are the
kind I like. I enjoy thinking about these situations, which I think
speak honestly about the global and local factors related with
culture. I love when this kind of coincidence or confusion happens, —misunderstandings over more misunderstandings, and so
on. [ 00 : 33 : 18 ]28 Normally in cases like this, when I try to understand the situation, I realize that what is happening is a kind of
cultural translation [ 00 : 33 : 21 ]29 that is extremely complex and
difficult. In this kind of weird moment, a cultural product becomes
a bridge — you don’t know what it's connecting or in which direction you are crossing, but it is definitely a bridge. And the best
part of it is that this exchange or connection is not directed
by any formal speech, so it is always unpredictable and complex
to react to.

M

I like that in your last answer you mentioned sound and
music because across different projects in my thesis, I have been
working with songs and sounds to talk about culture. I guess that
my next question is an extension of your previous response:
The “hit” that you are talking about could be one located in a
particular territory, but it could also expand globally and become
a universal one.
The moment we are living in seems to me a moment of transition. Every day, culture —or in this specific case, the hit— is
expanding exponentially in a universal way, but at the same time
institutions are doing their best to protect their local culture.
Borders have been and are still often in conflict. In one of your
classes, you talked about Michael Billing and his idea of “Banal
Nationalism” [ 00 : 30 : 27 ]23 vs “Banal Universalism.” Zygmunt
Bauman , [ 00 : 30 : 30 ]24 in his book entitled Liquid Modernity,
[ 00 : 30 : 31 ]25describes globalization by saying that power (what
allows things to happen) and politics (which decides what will be
done) are divorced. In our contemporary society, power is acting
globally, and politics are local.
How do you think the artist should face this phenomenon
(the changes of globalization)? How can we talk about it?
How could we open new discussions about it through art?
Any ideas?

M

I do understand the conflict and friction that you are describing through your experience, but at the same time I would
say that what makes this kind of situation happen in the first
place is globalization. The possibility of being in Palestine with
your cell phone, pulling up a local product, and with a single
gesture being able to play it loudly enough that the table next to
you can hear it — this can only happen because the world and
our tools are becoming more global every day.

O

Well, I am going to answer you with an anecdote. I was in
Ramallah with a friend — by the way, I think you should meet him
because he is an expert of Mediterranean music and he works
with his team documenting Mediterranean musical traditions.
Anyway, we were in a bar in Ramallah, and he was talking about
Umm Kulthum [ 00 : 31 : 33 ]26 who was an Egyptian female singer
from the ’50s who was very popular and is still recognized and
respected today. I didn’t know so much about her. Well, I did
know the name, and I knew she was one of the big Arabic singers.
We pulled her up on YouTube and started playing her music
aloud. At the table next to us in the bar was a group of young
local boys, and as the music was playing, I personally started
feeling that it was inappropriate. I was worried about being misconstrued, in case the event that the local people thought I was
being disrespectful or making fun of it. Those boys next to us
looked like they would be more into contemporary hip-hop than

INTERVIEW Q.4

[ 00 : 29 : 22 ] – [ 00 : 32 : 43 ]

O

Well, I do hear your argument. In my opinion, globalization
is directly related with the way we are living today: constantly
exposed to and relating with databases, [ 00 : 34 : 18 ]30 and
unconsciously encouraged to access and interact with content
in specific ways. From my view, globalization is about access;
traveling is easier, and access to symbolic content is also easier.
Sure, we have more possibilities to access more content, but this
also implies that we frequently forget that the infrastructure that
gives us access is itself not neutral. That is to say, the infrastruc-

P.34
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[ 00 : 32 : 44 ] – [ 00 : 36 : 15 ]

LOCAL VS. GLOBAL

ture gives us some access, but there are limitations. And
we should remember that certain restrictions to access can
be hacked or used in unconventional ways. Every day, the security filters that are part of globalization become more pervasive
and normalized. Those filters exist because there is a more powerful force who decides where you have access, how you have
access, and under what conditions you have access. All of these
security mechanisms are disrupting our formal relationships,
which means that they can also become creative tools. There are
some conventions that define data relations and access which we
cannot directly change, but for sure we can question them, alter
them, or use them differently. I think we should consider the idea
of access as a creative tool to explore.
M

I like that you consider the act of challenging the systems
and their access as a creative tool, as well as a way to encounter
cultural situations that are hybrids, are alive, and for sure are not
conventional. This answer brings me to one of the first questions
of the interview when we were talking about the relationship between systems and imagination.
Could we assert that, for you, the alteration of systems
is a way to generate culture?
O

Yes, it is important to know a system, understand its logics,
and then find ways to transgress it in order to go against precedent and conventionalism. We should question concepts, for
example, such as quality. I would say one of the biggest enemies
of culture is actually a kind of “cultural risk management.” Indeed,
any type of management negatively impacts culture if you understand it from the “love” point of view.

INTERVIEW Q.4

[ 00 : 36 : 15 ] – [ 00 : 41 : 54 ]
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LOCAL VS. GLOBAL.
M

Trobo interessant i m’agrada que
em la teva resposta estigui relacionada amb el so... Perquè l’estudi del so i
la cançó ha esdevingut una un tema
de recerca i una eina de producció en
alguns projectes al llarg de la meva
tesi. I la següent pregunta pot ser una
extensió a la teva resposta. Perquè
aquest hit pot ser un hit per un territori però també pot tenir una expansió
global. El moment que vivim sembla
ser un moment de transició. Cada
dia més la cultura (o en aquest és hit
concretament) s’expandeix exponencialment d’una manera més universal
però al mateix temps les institucions
lluiten per conservació de la cultura
local. Les fronteres han estat i són un
tema de conflicte. A la classe ens vas
parar de Michael Billing i la seva idea
23
de Nacionalisme Banal [ 00 : 30 : 27 ]
Vs. Universalisme Banal. Zygmunt
24
Bauman [ 00 : 30 : 30 ] al llibre de “La
25
Modernitat liquida” [ 00 : 30 : 31 ] descriu el fenomen de la globalització
explicant que el poder (el que permet que les coses es produeixin) i la
Política (el que defineix quines coses
es fan) estan divorciats. El poder és
Global i la Política és local.
Com creus que l’artista ha de parlar
d’aquest fenomen? Com es pot posar sobre la taula? Algun referent?
O Et respondre amb una anècdota.
A Ramala, amb un amic, que crec que
hauries de conèixer perquè és expert
en Música mediterrània i juntament
amb el seu equip, documenten músiques mediterrànies... Bé, estàvem a
un bar a Ramala, i em parlava d’Umm
26
Kulthum, [ 00 : 31 : 33 ] una cantant
egípcia dels anys 50 que va tenir
una gran popularitat i a la qual se la
segueix tenint molt respecte avui en
dia. Jo en sabia molt poc sobre Umm
Kulthum, bé en coneixia el nom, i sabia que era una de les grans cantants
àrabs. Amb el telèfon vam reproduir
una de les seves cançons. Al costat
teníem una taula amb nois joves, i
mentre estàvem reproduint la música
d’Umm Kulthum, personalment em va
semblar que era com una mica agressiu repodrir aquesta música al costat
d’aquests nois joves que tenien més
aspecte de hip-hop que d’Umm Kul27
thum. [ 00 : 32 : 44 ] Ho vaig parar.
Després de pocs instants, van ser ells,
els nois joves el qui van reproduir la
mateixa cançó. És en ocasions com
aquesta on hi ha una coincidència i
fricció interessant. L’escena és molt
complexa, perquè en els seus components hi ha tradició, hi ha respecte
per una música, etc. A més cal sumar
el factor que també existia una diferència generacional, que nosaltres
érem uns estrangers clarament occidentals, que un bar local estàvem
reproduint i escoltant una música en
àrab... aquest són els moments que
m’interessen de la cultura! Quan passen aquestes coses, de mals entesos
28
sobre mals entesos. [ 00 : 33 : 18 ]
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Sovint són tan sols formes de traducció extremadament difícils en certes
situacions en el que un producte
29
cultural [ 00 : 33 : 21 ] es converteix
en un pon, però que no saps ben bé
de què ni cap a on... però que és un
pont. I el més interessant és que no
és un discurs. S’estableix una connexió complexa però no està emmarcada
sobre un discurs, i que per tant, no és
previsible. Referent al que cites de
Michel Billing, crec que es relaciona
amb Michael Baxanadall perquè de
nou observa la quotidianitat per explicar el subjecte del seu anàlisi. La
part interessant del que menciones,
és que aquest tipus de sentiment de
pertinença d’un lloc (Nacionalisme
Banal), Billing no ho relaciona amb
grans discursos històrics, morals o legals... sinó que ho explica a través de
moments com els que t’explicava; uns
estrangers que escolten una cançó
d’una cantant dels anys 50 de la teva
cultura i que immediatament no tan
sols ho reconeguis, sinó que quan ell
ho para, ho reprodueixes tu...

M M’agrada aquesta idea de desafiar els sistemes i els accessos com una
eina creativa i una via per accedir a
situacions culturals que són hibrides,
estan vives i no són convencions.
Aquesta resposta em retorna al principi de l’entrevista quan parlàvem de
la relació dels sistemes i la imaginació.
¿Podríem dir llavors que per tu l’alteració dels sistemes és com generen cultura?
O Si, és importat, conèixer el sistema, entendre la seva lògica, i despès
trobar la manera de transgredir-lo i
d’anar en contra del procedimentalisme. S’han de posar en dubte conceptes com “qualitat”, és dir un dels
grans problemes de la cultura, és
la gestió del risc. De fet, qualsevol
procediment de gestió és negatiu
per la cultura vist des d’aquest punt
de vista.

M Entenc el conflicte o fricció cultural que descrius en el teu exemple. Però al mateix temps diria que
el que permet que aquesta situació
esdevingui real és el la globalització.
La possibilitat d’estar a Palestina amb
el teu mòbil, buscant un producte local, reproduint-lo per un altaveu en el
mateix instant que estàs parlant sobre aquest.
O D’acord, entenc el teu raonament.
Però el fenomen de la globalització
està molt relacionat en com avui en
dia tenim accés a diferents continguts a través d’una base de dades. És
a dir, la globalització és un fenomen
d’accés; viatjar és més fàcil i accedir
a continguts simbòlics, és més fàcil.
M És llavors el fenomen de la globalització i l’accés un punt rellevant
d’interès? O dit d’una altra manera,
és gràcies a aquest fenomen d’accessibilitat que tenim més possibilitats de generar o bé trobar-nos en
conflicte d’hibridació cultural?
O Clar, és cert que tenim més accés,
i per tant existeix el risc que oblidem
que aquestes infraestructures, com
per exemple són les basses de dades
30
[ 00 : 34 : 18 ] que permeten l’accés,
però no són neutres. És a dir, només
et permeten certs accessos. Però
aquests accessos, també es poden
hackejar! Els filtres de seguretat que
formen part de la globalització i que
cada cop són més presents perquè
“algú superior” o “amb més poder”
decideix on tens accés, com tens accés I sota quines condicions. Tots a
aquests mecanismes de “seguretat”
estan alterant formalment les nostres
relacions, I per tant també poden convertir-se en quelcom creatiu. S’estableixen unes convencions o relacions
que podem si no caviar, qüestionar,
enganyar o hackejar. Crec que s’han
de concebre la idea dels accessos
com una eina creativa.

[ 00 : 29 : 22 ] – [ 00 : 41 : 54 ]
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Image of Baudrillard.
32 - P. 42 - [ 00 : 42 : 15 ] , [ 00 : 42 :27 ]

Illustration by Maria Rull.
Photoshop mock-up of the
book Simulacra and Simulation
written by Baudrillard.
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Image of Maria Rull wearing the
chroma suit taken from the short
film project.

32 - P. 42 - [ 00 : 42 : 15 ] , [ 00 : 42 :27 ]
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Image of one of the physical Google
databases. The image is taken from
Google Images.
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Image of Wikipedia logotype taken
from www.wikipedia.org.
36 - P. 42 - [ 00 : 43 : 02 ] ,

P. 43 - [ 00 : 43 : 40 ]
Screenshot of Google
browser window.
37 - P. 42 - [ 00 : 43 : 08 ]

Illustration by Maria Rull.
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Illustration by Maria Rull.
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M

Finally, my last inquiry is based on how we are creating
culture nowadays and the role of the designer as a “culture
generator.” In my intent to produce something closer to a
possible future, I found myself reading Baudrillard [ 00 : 42 : 13 ]31
and his essay Simulacra & Simulation. [ 00 : 42: 15 ]32 In this text,
Baudrillard explains how we are increasingly losing the ability to
distinguish what is reality and what is fiction. I thought this idea
was really aligned with how we are producing culture nowadays,
which led me to create a short film in which I worked with a chroma suit. [ 00 : 42 : 21 ]33 I thought the chroma costume on a human body was an appropriate tool for exploring the relationship
between the two. I read Baudrillard's “Simulacra & Simulation”
[ 00 : 42 : 27 ]32 as a kind of post-Walter Benjamin; I am wondering
if after Benjamin's revolution of reproduction, the fact of losing
our point of reference is the next big change for human history.

I think design can help by proposing new ways of filtering and
visualizing the searches and by creating new and better filters on
browsers as well as forging new connections between data that
result in a richer curation of content. [ 00 : 43 : 40 ]36
M

Thank you, Octavi. It was both great and challenging to talk
with you. I feel like my brain has been working as hard as it did
when I was in your class. I really appreciate your time and generosity in sharing all this knowledge.
O

Thank you, Maria. Anytime!

How do you think we are creating culture nowadays? Do you
think we are losing our references and moving increasingly
towards fiction?
O

To respond to this question, I will share what I frequently ask
myself. I constantly try to answer the question: what is the role of
the designer in this new digital and Internet era?
Considering that nowadays we are living according to the logic
of database exposure, [ 00 : 42 : 46 ]34 I am wondering what the
designer can do to improve the way these database systems are
working and interrelating. These days, it is mostly the user who
does the editing of the content, [ 00 : 42 : 56 ]35 so I am convinced
that what we need is better editors and better browsers.
[ 00 : 43 : 02 ]36

We need new ways to filter, new algorithms, [ 00 : 43 : 08 ]37 and
other tools that filter more effectively and direct us to more specific results. Certainly, design needs to invest time in these new
realities, both physically and digitally. [ 00 : 43 : 20 ]38 The information and the systems that activate and relate this information are
still very hidden and are mostly invisible for the majority
of people. [ 00 : 43 : 22 ]39
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PRODUCCIÓ CULTURAL
M

Per acabar, m’agradaria proposar un apropament cap al present i
la producció cultural de cara al futur.
Al llarg del curs, m’he adonat que
molts dels meus projectes revisen al
passat per explicar el present i obrir
una finestra al futur. Malgrat tot no
sempre es llegeixen com utopies o
especulacions futurístiques. En el
meu intent per donar una passa cap
al futur em vaig topar amb Baudelaire
31
[ 00 : 42 : 13 ] i la seva obra “Simulacra
32
& Simulation”. [ 00 : 42 : 15 ] En aquesta explica com s’està perdent la noció
de realitat i ficció. Des del meu punt
de vista, sembla que aquesta és una
de les maneres de generar art i cultura en el segle XXI. Per això vaig fer un
33
curt fent servir el croma, [ 00 : 42 : 21 ]
un del llenguatge de ficció per excel·lència. Jo llegeixo Baudelairei com
un post Walter Benjamin. Però em
pregunto si la pèrdua del referent és
el que ve després. Una de les meves
inquietuds que he començat a investigar darrerament, és la qüestió de com
generem cultura avui en dia, i quin és
el paper del dissenyador com a generador de cultura. Un dels camps que
vaig decidir explorar va ser com les
noves tecnologies, que afavoreixen a
la globalització, cada dia produeixen
més continguts bastant en la ficció
tant de concepte com de forma. Això
em fa pensar en com cada dia estem
més a prop de perdre el referent.

és el que pot aportar el disseny en
aquest nou sistema de funcionament?
Ara per ara, és majoritàriament el
mateix usuari el que fa el “editing0”.
35
[ 00 : 42 : 56 ] El que estic molt convençut és que el que cal dissenyar
36
són cercadors. [ 00 : 43 : 02 ] És a dir,
s’han de dissenyar més infraestructures que siguin un filtre per aquesta base de dades. Nous filtres, nous
37
algoritmes, [ 00 : 43 : 08 ] eines que
seleccionin certs camps d’actuació.
Definitivament el disseny ha de treballar amb aquesta realitat, seguir vir38
tual o física. [ 00 : 43 : 08 ] En trobem
en un moment on la informació i els
sistemes que les activen encara són
39
massa ocults. [ 00 : 43 : 22 ] Penso
que el disseny pot ajudar a filtrar i visualitzar les cerques al mateix temps
que pot proposar nous filtres i relacions en els resultats.
M

Moltes gràcies Octavi, ha estat
molt bé aquesta conversa. El meu cap
cavil·lava com si fos a una de les teves
classes. Moltes gràcies pel teu temps i
generositat. Ha estat un plaer!

O

El plaer és meu!

Com creus que generem cultura avui
en dia? Treballem des de la ficció?
Hem perdut el referent per complet?
O

Responent aquesta pregunta, jo
em qüestiono sovint, quin és el lloc
del disseny davant d’aquest fenomen
de l’era digital i l’internet? Tenint en
compte que avui en dia vivim sota
aquesta lògica de base de dades,
34
[ 00 : 42 : 46 ] jo em pregunto, que
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AUTHORS MENTIONED
Charles Robert Darwin, February 1809 – April 1882,
was an English naturalist, geologist, and biologist,
best known for his contributions to the science
of evolution. He established that all species of life
have descended over time from common ancestors and, in a joint publication with Alfred Russel
Wallace, introduced his scientific theory that this
branching pattern of evolution resulted from a
process that he called natural selection, in which
the struggle for existence has a similar effect to the
artificial selection involved in selective breeding.
Clinton Richard Dawkins, born March 1941, is
an English ethologist, evolutionary biologist, and
author. He is an emeritus fellow of New College,
Oxford, and was the University of Oxford's Professor for Public Understanding of Science from 1995
until 2008. Dawkins first came to prominence with
his 1976 book The Selfish Gene, which popularized
the gene-centered view of evolution and introduced
the term "meme." With his book The Extended
Phenotype (1982), he introduced into evolutionary
biology the influential concept that the phenotypic
effects of a gene are not necessarily limited to an
organism's body, but can stretch far into the environment. In 2006, he founded the Richard Dawkins
Foundation for Reason and Science.
Marcel Mauss, May 1872 – February 1950, was a
French sociologist. The nephew of Émile Durkheim,
Mauss's academic work traversed the boundaries
between sociology and anthropology. Today, he
is perhaps better recognized for his influence on
the latter discipline, particularly with respect to his
analyses of topics such as magic, sacrifice, and gift
exchange in different cultures around the world.
Mauss had a significant influence upon Claude Lévi-Strauss, the founder of structural anthropology.
His most famous book is The Gift (1925).
Roy Wagner, born October 1938, is an American
cultural anthropologist who specializes in symbolic
anthropology. Wagner is one of the world's most
influential anthropologists. He first conducted
fieldwork among the Daribi of Karimui, in the Simbu
Province of Papua New Guinea, as well as the Usen
Barok of New Ireland. He was influential in creating
the genre known as the New Melanesian Ethnography, which emphasizes creativity and innovation in
cultures and how they understand the world.
Philippe Descola, born June 1949, is a French anthropologist noted for studies of the Achuar, one of
several Jivaroan peoples, and for his contributions
to anthropological theory. Descola started with an
interest in philosophy and later became a student
of Claude Lévi-Strauss. His ethnographic studies in
the Amazon region of Ecuador began in 1976 and
were funded by CNRS. He lived with the Achuar
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from 1976 to 1978. One of his most well-known
bodies of research includes theories he developed
about the relationships between culture and nature.
Michael David Kighley Baxandall, August 1933 –
August 2008, was a British-born art historian and a
professor emeritus of Art History at the University
of California, Berkeley. He taught at the Warburg
Institute, University of London, and worked as a
curator at the Victoria and Albert Museum. His
book Giotto and the Orators was published in 1971.
This was followed in 1972 by Painting and Experience in Fifteenth Century Italy, now considered
a classic of art history, in which he developed the
influential concept of the period eye. In his work,
Baxandall was concerned with illuminating artworks
through a thorough exploration of the conditions of
their production, including intellectual, social, and
physical ones. Despite his impact on "social" art
history, Baxandall often retreated from Marxist or
overly contextual approaches.
Tim Ingold, born November 1948, is a British
anthropologist who attended Churchill College,
Cambridge, initially studying natural sciences but
shifting to anthropology. His doctoral work was
conducted with the Skolt Saami of northeastern
Finland, studying their ecological adaptations,
social organization, and ethnic politics. His interests
are wide-ranging, and they include environmental
perception, language, technology and skilled practice, art and architecture, creativity, theories
of evolution in anthropology, human-animal relations, and ecological approaches in anthropology.
In his recent work, he links the themes of environmental perception and skilled practice, replacing
traditional models of genetic and cultural transmission founded upon the alliance of neo-Darwinian
biology and cognitive science with a relational
approach focusing on the growth of embodied skills
of perception and action within social and environmental contexts of human development. This has
led him to examining the use of lines in culture and
the relationships among anthropology, architecture,
art, and design.
Carles Congost, born 1970, is a Catalan visual artist. With a degree in Arts from the University
of Barcelona, he has mounted many solo exhibits
in Spain. In his pieces, he uses various visual and
audio approaches such as video, photography,
drawing and sculpture. His work has been associated with the so-called club culture, which is characterized by an aesthetic inspired by the worlds of
fashion, music, advertising, video, and photography.
His works tell stories that evoke the ironic and
sensual universe of teenagers. He is considered to
be among the best conceptual artitsts in the field of
video in the Catalan tradition.
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Claude Lévi-Strauss, November 1908 – October
2009, was a French anthropologist and ethnologist
whose work was key in the development of the
theory of structuralism and structural anthropology.
He held the chair of Social Anthropology at the
Collège de France between 1959 and 1982 and was
elected a member of the Académie française
in 1973. He received numerous honors from universities and institutions throughout the world and has
been called, alongside James George Frazer and
Franz Boas, the "father of modern anthropology."
Michael Billig, born September 1947, was a Professor of Social Sciences at Loughborough University.
Upon completion of his undergraduate degree,
Henry Tajfel offered Billig a postgraduate research
position, launching Billig's career as a social psychologist in the area of intergroup relations. As an
experimental psychologist, he helped design the
so-called minimal group experiments which were
foundational to the social identity approach. He
moved away from experimental work to consider
issues of power, political extremism, and ideology
in a series of important books.

Descola, Philippe, and Janet
Lloyd. 2014.
Beyond nature and culture.
Chicago, IL: The University of
Chicago Press.
Lévi-Strauss, Claude. 1997.
Look listen read
New York: Basic Books.
Billig, Michael. 1995.
Banal nationalism.
London: Sage.
Bauman, Zygmunt. 2015.
Liquid modernity.
Cambridge, UK: Polity Press.
Baudrillard, Jean. 1994.
Simulacra and simulation.
Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press.

Zygmunt Bauman, November 1925 – January 2017,
was a Polish sociologist and philosopher. He was
driven out of Poland by a political purge engineered by the Communist government of the Polish
People's Republic in 1968 and forced to give up his
Polish citizenship to move to Israel. Three years
later he moved to the United Kingdom. He resided
in England from 1971 and became Professor of Sociology at the University of Leeds, later Emeritus.
Bauman was one of the world's preeminent social
theorists, writing on issues as diverse as modernity
and the Holocaust, postmodern consumerism and
liquid modernity.
Jean Baudrillard, July 1929 – March 2007, was a
French sociologist, philosopher, cultural theorist,
political commentator, and photographer. He is best
known for his analyses of media, contemporary
culture, and technological communication, as well
as his formulation of concepts such as simulation
and hyperreality. He wrote about diverse subjects,
including consumerism, gender relations, economics, social history, art, Western foreign policy, and
popular culture. Among his best known works is
Simulacra and Simulation. His work is frequently associated with postmodernism, specifically
post-structuralism.
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Alhambra is a brand design proposal for the UNESCO
world heritage site, the Alhambra, which is a palace and
fortress located in Granada, Spain. The architecture of this
site incorporates both Spanish and Arabic elements,
reflecting the historical changes that occurred throughout
its construction.

The system utilizes geometric ornamentation
inspired by the site and conveys both historical
and cultural information through design elements of color, form, and type.
The page opposite traces the creation of the
identity and its typographic system. The first
element designed was the logo, which was
drawn using a diagonal grid. From this, the
whole graphic system was developed.
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Other applications
of the identity, both
printed and online.

The images above show details of a promotional publication for the Alhambra applying the
graphic identity, which includes essays from the
book Tales of the Alhambra written by American
author Washington Irving.
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A walk through Barcelona tiles arose from my decision to
engage in research on the Barcelona street tiles as objects
of strong local identity. My findings took the of form a large
book in which I tell the story of Barcelona as highlighted by
its systems of ornamentation — in this case, the tiles.

The book uses the tone of a manifesto to show that the tiles are
more than just paving stones for
the city of Barcelona.
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Boxing Dada is a poster series that presents a personal and
contemporary interpretation of Dadaism. The posters aim
to honor the poet and boxer Arthur Cravant, who was among
the artists of the Dada avant-garde. His unique work and
his exuberant life left behind significant traces in Barcelona,
where he lived for some years. My process of making this
project echoes his practice, which was an unusual combination of writing, boxing, and performing.

Image of my boxing gloves.
In my search for a pair of boxing
gloves, a surreal situation occurred.
During a visit to the Apple store,
I asked the team member helping
me if she knew where I might be
able to buy some boxing gloves.
She answered that she had some
and went to get them from her
car, offering them to me as a gift.
This seemed like a fittingly
absurd interaction to propel the
project forward.

Portrait of Arthur Cravan
by Jean-Paul-Louis.
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Cravan was known for being the nephew of Oscar Wilde and was a bohemian
artist, writer, and poet. He considered boxing to be an aspect of his creative
practice, adding to the array of absurdist approaches utilized by the Dadaists.
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The posters were made using black and white photographs
taken of me performing the Dadaists’ fight, using Cravan’s
boxing practice as a metaphor. In this way, the series becomes
an homage to Arthur Cravan, reflecting the dissatisfaction and
rebellion of the movement.
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The text on the posters was taken from the label on the boxing
gloves. Surprisingly, the label information was written in
French, the native language of Arthur Cravan. My placement of the
words on the page references the collage methods used by the
Dadaists. Oddly, the words and their content resonate strongly
with the overall concept of the project.
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During the years of First World War, Barcelona
was immersed in many social, political, and
cultural conflicts. At the same time, the city
served as a place of refuge for artists.
It was this vibrant context of modernity that
welcomed the enigmatic character Arthur Cravan
when he arrived in Barcelona. In tandem with
his creative activities, he staged a boxing match
at the bullfighting arena in Barcelona against
the American professional boxer Jack Johnson.
The event aligned perfectly with the Dadaist
performative attitude because boxing was not
at all popular in Spain and because the ring was
typically used for bullfighting.

Arthur Cravan
(pictured above
wearing a hat) and
friends at the Catalan
coast, Tossa de Mar.
Image, 1916.
Image from the match that
took place in Barcelona,
Arthur Cravan vs. Jack Johnson.

Image of a page of my class notes about
Arthur Cravan. I first learned about Cravan
in my undergrad art history class, and I started
the research for this project by referencing
these notes and trying to recall the essence of
our class discussion about the Dadaists.

Spanish newspaper announcing
the historic boxing event.

The poster at left was the official
one designed for the door of the venue,
replicating the traditional design
and format of those used for bullfights.
Illustrator Otho Lloyd, 1916.

The foreign artists Andrée Bognar, Renée Bouchet, Otho Lloyd,
Olga Sacharoff, Andrée Compère, Dagussia-Mouat, and Arthur
Cravan at the Catalan coastal town, Tossa de Mar. Image, 1916.
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Tom Wedell, discussing my proposal at RISD, 2017, Providence.

Hugo Ball reading Karawane at Club Voltaire, 1916, Zürich.

Images of the different photo
shoots, performances, and poster
proposals executed in the process
of designing the final series.
A poetic portrait of Arthur Cravan and an image
of the poem Hie! written by him and printed in
the zine Maintenant, July 1913.
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A story
of sunday
mornings

190

Metamorphosis

Every Sunday morning, I like to have a
croissant for breakfast. This is partly
because I enjoy their buttery flavor and
crunchiness, especially when I can
dip the ends into coffee.
But I also like croissants because
they carry a story. I’m not actually sure
whether I should classify it as a story,
a legend, or a tale, but I first learned of
the origins of the croissant in my etymology class, taught by the Catalan and Latin
professor Aleix Llop. Apparently, the story
starts in Austria, way back in the 17th
century. Yes, my Sunday breakfast has
more than three hundred years of history.
The Ottomans were attempting
to invade the city of Vienna. The siege
occurred at night, and the Turks were
trying to tunnel under the city walls to
get inside. The first people to become
aware of the enemy attack were the bakers, who always worked at night.
They sounded the alarm of enemy
threat, and the tunnels were blown up.
The Turks made a hasty retreat.
To celebrate the defeat of the
Ottomans, the bakers decided to bake a
crescent-shaped pastry, as the crescent
was one of the symbols on the flag of
the Ottoman Empire. The pastry was later
popularized by the most renowned
masters of pastry in Europe, the French.
The word “croissant” indeed means
“crescent” in French, but not everyone
knows the reason for this.
Arising from this battle of the
Crusades, referencing the siege of a city,
inspired by a flag symbol, and ending up
as Sunday breakfast for me and so many
others, the croissant has quite a rich
history. This is what I like about delving
into history, myths, and tales: there is
always so much more to discover and
understand once the roots are examined
or a particular thread is pulled.
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Attached. Absorbing nutrients and
converting them into new forms. When
we think about roots, we imagine a tree.
But I am thinking: what comes before the
roots? A seed.
The roots are the first manifestation
of origin; once the seed is placed in a
particular spot, the effects of the environment make the roots start growing,
expanding, and multiplying.
The roots attach the seed to a
specific place because it is through them
that nutrients can be absorbed, transforming this site of origin into something
else: a plant, a tree, a flower, or a fruit.
At some point, the seed itself disappears,
and the earliest proof of its existence
remains only in the roots. The roots show
us an origin in terms of location, but
they also indicate the earlier presence of
something that may no longer exist in a
specific form even though it has manifested in another.
What are roots for humans in
a global world that allows us to move
around constantly without staying in
the same location? Of course, the roots
will keep pointing to the seed and its
location, but nowadays the importance
of the roots lies in the absorption of the
nutrients. The fact that our environment
changes constantly allows us to soak up
different kinds of nutrients, enriching
our sense of belonging in different ways.
Absorbing and transforming are the
function of today’s roots, and it is in this
process of transformation that we can
read and feel the essence of the seed.
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Back to
my desk
Today I am in the midst of a busy situation at my desk. There are
piles and piles of prints and long and ambitious lists of tasks that will
be difficult to accomplish. There is no time to clean up, and I need to
write this article. No time for tactics or strategies, only enough time
to jump into the water and swim; no time even to sink. It is at precisely this moment that I notice a corner of one of my pyramidal diagrams sticking out from beneath a pile of paper. It is upside down, but
I can still read the words: Gaudí, ways of seeing, ornament, structure,
process, and reflection. I look again at the inverted diagrammatic
pyramidal structure, and I read the words a second time. Pause.
I don’t know whether it’s due to the form, the perspective from which
I am looking, or the words I am seeing, but a particular image comes
to mind in this instant: Gaudí’s models—the upside-down physical
mock-ups that Gaudí constructed to envision and design his buildings.
These models consisted of weights suspended from strings
that formed exceptionally complex composite structures which
became the templates for his buildings and were unique works unto
themselves. I once read that Gaudí used to work this way because
this technique gave him more flexibility to explore organic structures
physically, as any weight or length adjustment would immediately
shift the balance of the big structure.
Once this complex structure was finished, the magic could
begin. By placing a mirror underneath the structure, the mirror
became a generative space by inverting the image of the work and
turning it into a surprising building form, as though it were emerging from the depths of the ground. The reflection righted the model
and generated the final building form made according to Gaudí’s
calculations and beholden to gravity. When I accidentally noticed this
image on my desk and the image of Gaudí’s process models came to
my mind, I thought of how much I would like to ask to Antoni Gaudí
his opinions on my thesis ideas and process — all of my various ideas
about parts in relationship to a whole, transformation of origin, form
as a way to create processes of thinking, the role of ornament, the
approach to systems, and the ways to interact, understand, play, and
live through them. What would be the weight, and what would be the
strings connecting these ideas?
I look at my watch, and I realize that at this moment at my desk,
there is no time to overthink, so I limit myself to a single question:
what is the magic of the mirror responsible for revealing this accumulation of tiny parts — projects, articles, and thoughts —  and turning
them into a natural and organic but also clear and definitive structure
that I can title thesis?

Images from my desk at CIT in the RISD grad studio. My desk reflects my process of thinking and making; sometimes it
is tidy and clean, and at other times it looks like a hurricane just passed through. It never remains in either state for long,
because that could only happen if I wasn’t there. This duality of activity is key, and the stages of order and chaos are both
essential to progess. This is the life cycle of my desk, and it is also the rhythm of my thoughts and making process.
Images taken while I was writing
the essay Back to my desk.

Images from Gaudí’s
studio in Sagrada Familia.

One of Gaudí’s upside-down models, displayed
above a mirror to demonstrate how it works.

Upside-down model of Sagrada Familia at
Gaudí’s studio, as photographed during the
design process.
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Appendix I
I am a visual thinker, even when it comes to crafting words. I tried different strategies of shaping my voice and thoughts through words, and in
the process I realized I couldn’t actually separate words from images, or
paragraphs from typesetting, or ideas from layout. I approach writing in the
same way I approach form: by identifying my specific inquiries, experimenting with them, and seeing where the arrangements lead me. This appendix
collects examples of my processes of inquiry and research. On my way to
locating and defining my ideas, these words, pages, and forms allowed me
to identify and explore my voice.
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Encyclopedia of inspiration. This piece collects memories from my childhood until the present. By listing my influences and linking them to my
personal history, I describe my background and reveal my diverse interests
in an unusual format. The structure of the piece mimics that of a newspaper.
This page design allows the entries to function as a very straightforward listing of content in which the information, quotes, and citations are expanded
through tales and experiences from my personal life.
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Responses to All Possible Futures book. In the process of searching
for ideas and inspiration, I encountered a book entitled All Possible Futures.
I had become aware of how my projects generally took a historical approach
to research and never a futuristic or speculative one. When I started reading
John Sueda’s book, I found an interview in the first chapter that caught
my eye. The quote that struck me most was, “The further back you can look,
the further forward you are likely to see.” I felt as though certain quotes and
images were speaking directly to me, and as a result I decided to overlay my
own commentary on top of his text as a way to share my own thoughts and
engage him in conversation.
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The visual journal.This project demonstrates my desire to represent my
ideas visually by assuming the role of an editorial illustrator. Tracking the
news of greatest concern to me, I created a newspaper spread in which
I included only the headlines and my visual critical response to each.
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of words. nature. culture.people.
human.society. culture.
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Ongoing or non-going is a poster that tracks the process of thinking and
making. As an exercise, I wrote a sentence every fifteen minutes, tracking
my process of generating ideas for studio projects. In the process, I realized
I was mentally searching and trying to envision possibilities in my head.
To celebrate the messiness of creative practice, I laid these sentences out
in the form of a poster, generating a formal solution to illustrate the experience I had documented.
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Art and design, the origin. One of the most important insights from my
time in grad school was to resist drawing a border between art and design
and to realize there are no clear boundaries between the two. I didn’t
want to express this in an expository way, so I instead created a poster
to communicate this idea. Appropriating the mythological tale of Romulus
and Remulus, I created my own work by re-identifying Romulus and Remulus as Art and Design, respectively. I also changed the names of the other
characters in the story, referring to them, for example, as Technique,
Creativity, and Ideas.
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Writing about design. These booklets are the result of my first graphic
design seminar at RISD. They are some of the pieces in which I face the
challenge of writing about design in English for the first time. Curiously,
my structured way of thinking ended up dividing the content into three
publications entitled Conversations, Essays, and Proposals. Each booklet
demonstrates a different way of approaching writing: interviews, structuring
ideas, or imagining conceptual possibilities.
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Compendium. The compendium is the piece that all graphic design students must complete exactly one year before the thesis. I created a book
titled Design Reflections in which the chapters and content are very abstract
but the design hierarchy is very apparent. Looking back now, I am intrigued
to note how the jacket relates to the central concept of my thesis book.
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ORIGIN

TERRITORY

ROOTS

Appendix II
The act of collecting derives its meaning from the collected objects themselves; this is my intention for this last appendix. In the same way that I have
been collecting thoughts, forms, and projects, I have also been collecting
and tracing vernacular letterforms from my daily life in the places where I
have spent the last two years. Together, they form a dictionary of inspiration
and important influences that contribute meaning and connections to the
thesis as a whole.

SYSTEMS

Adventure
Methodology

?

Process

Adventure: last year, in my seminar class with
James Goggin, I started questioning the relationship
between methodology and process. Are they the
same? Which one comes first?
Seeking my own understanding of these words,
I ended up associating methodology with order and
process with adventure. While methodology feels
like an organized, well-planned strategy, process has
qualities that reflect the definition of adventure.
In the Oxford dictionary, adventure is
described as “an exciting or very unusual experience,” “participation in exciting undertakings or
enterprises,” and “a bold, usually risky undertaking;
hazardous action of uncertain outcome.”
I like to highlight this last comparison because
adventure matches perfectly with the way I learned
to approach graphic design at RISD and is the spirit
in which this thesis has been constructed.

Joan Brossa
Joan Brossa: a Catalan artist who is also
known as a “visual poet.” He is one of the
artists whose works fascinated me early
on. His pieces deliver a lot of meaning
through very small gestures.
He assembles mundane objects in
order to generate a statement of meaning
or opinion. He was never considered a
graphic designer, but I do think he is an
influence for many who know his work
given that a lot of his printed works are
made with typographic forms.

Bookstore Bonanova,
Barcelona, Spain.

Pais, object poem
by Joan Brossa, 1988.

Bookstore Bonanova,
Barcelona, Spain.

Anarchy

t
e
Alphab

Anarchy: I think sometimes
that I am a little bit of an anarchist, and somehow my thesis
structure has utilized anarchic
decisions throughout its process. Anarchy is understood as
a state of disorder, and this
lack of rules is key to the
process of making; it is thanks
to this revolutionary spirit that
evolution finally occurs.
At first glance, my thesis
could be perceived as an anarchic compendium, but I would
say this is merely a first impression and that time will reveal the
hidden logic that governs it.
The word anarchy comes
from the Greek prefix -an,
meaning “without” and arkhos,
meaning “chief” or “ruler.”
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Alphabet: an example
of a complex system that,
arranged in specific ways,
builds written language.
Alphabetic systems have
infinite forms and media.
The relationship between
alphabets and graphic design
is key to both form making
and creating meaning.

Song sheet
Marcha Donostiarra,
Donostia, Spain.

Jean Baudrillard
Jean Baudrillard: was a French
sociologist and cultural critic
associated with postmodernism.
I came upon one of his books,
Simulacra and Simulation, when
I was trying to identify the new
ways of making culture at the
present moment. As a result,
I made a video project exploring
perceptions of reality, and this
topic is still of interest to me.

celon
r
a
B
a
Barcelona: my hometown. The city
where I was born and raised. The place
where I belong. A city where numerous
elements—including arts, cultures, languages, stories, and peoples—converge.

Egea sex shop,
L’Antiga Esquerra de l’Eixample,
Barcelona, Spain.
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Cosmology

P

Cosmology: the branch of philosophy dealing
with the origin and general structure of the universe
—with its parts, elements, and laws, and especially
with characteristics such as space, time, causality,
and freedom. (http://www.dictionary.com/)
Cosmology: the science of the world or universe, or a treatise relating to the structure and parts
of systems of creation, the elements of bodies, the
modifications of material things, the laws of motion,
and the order and course of nature.
(from Webster’s Dictionary)
The etymology of the word cosmology
is the combination of the Greek word kosmos, meaning “order” and “world” and the suffix -logia, meaning “discourse.” Discourse is, in turn, defined as,
“to exercise reason; to employ the mind in judging
and inferring; to reason.” I think this composite definition based on its etymology is indeed very close
to the process I have been utilizing in developing my
thesis, as well as the form I decided upon.

ippe Descola
l
i
h

Philippe Descola: is a French anthropologist
who wrote the book Beyond Nature and
Culture. Octavi, whom I interviewed for my
thesis, presented it to me because the book
deals with a question central to both anthropology and philosophy: what is the relationship
between nature and culture?
Descola proposes four “ontologies”
— animism, totemism, naturalism, and analogism — to account for all the ways we relate
ourselves to nature. By thinking beyond nature
and culture as a simple dichotomy, Descola
offers nothing short of a fundamental reformulation by which anthropologists and philosophers can see the world anew.

Fins de Siècles antique shop,
Eixample, Barcelona, Spain.

Mercat de Galvany,
Barcelona, Spain.

Culture

Ch

Carles Capdevila

Charles Darwin: was an English naturalist, geologist, and biologist best known
for his contributions to the science
of evolution. He established that all
species of life have descended over time
from common ancestors and, in a joint
publication with Alfred Russel Wallace,
introduced his scientific theory that
this branching pattern of evolution
resulted from a process that he termed
natural selection, in which the struggle
for existence has a similar effect to
the artificial selection involved in selective breeding.
Darwin relates to my work because
he was observing and researching natural
relationships through the form of species.
In my process, I research how things
relate to one other through their origins,
and the discoveries that emerge from this
process often occur through observing
form. I see the designer as an observer as
well as a producer of form relationships.

Carles Capdevila: was
a Catalan journalist who
passed away this past year.
He used to write a daily
column for the Catalan
newspaper Ara, which he
founded in 2010. His articles

Culture: what I have been excavating
these last two years. I have experienced
how hard it is to define because of its
diverse condition. Thanks to a number
of conversations and especially the
interview with Octavi, I embrace the
idea of not defining it but instead simply
discussing and experiencing it. To me,
culture seems to comprise the behaviors
and conversations that are built through
repeated encounters with various systems. It is complex, diverse, and variable,
and ultimately it is largely a feeling.
For further thoughts, see UNESCO.

prioritized the facts of everyday life over the news, and
they constituted concise and
powerful narratives.
His articles have been
archived in a book entitled,
La vida que aprenc (The life
I learn). This is one of the
books that has been on my
bedside table for the past
two years. The articles connect me to my home, culture,
and land and definitely influence my writing.
Book, La vida que aprenc,
by Carles Capdevila.
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Charles Darwin’s observations of different
species of Galapagos mockingbirds.
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Egea sex shop,
L’Antiga Esquerra de l’Eixample,
Barcelona, Spain.

Poster of Arthur Cravan,
Museu Picasso,
Barcelona, Spain.
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uipo Crónica

Mercat del Ninot,
Barcelona, Spain.

Alpino, screenprint by
Equipo Crónica, 1964 - 1981.

Bakery, Gràcia,
Barcelona, Spain.

Equipo Crónica: was a Spanish art
collective founded in Valencia by
Juan Antonio Toledo, Rafael Solbes, and
Manuel Valdés. The group signed a manifesto in 1965 establishing their objective
to adopt a widely intelligible style that
would reference everyday life. Their art
was a response to the social
and political situation during the end of
Franco’s dictatorship and the beginning
of the Spanish transition to democracy.
I remember seeing their work
at the Reina Sofia Museum in Madrid as
a child, long before I knew I would end
up becoming a graphic designer. Their
prints stuck with me over the years, and
I continue to look at them as a source of
inspiration.
Recently I realized that one of
the main reasons I enjoy their work so
much is their use of familiar everyday
objects combined with historical art
pieces or familiar social scenarios. The
prints curate symbols and scenes that
generate strong contrasts and an eclectic
aesthetic but at the same time evoke a
wide range of meanings.

Fluid
H H
O
H2O
WATER
Personal illustration.
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School project I wrote and designed in 1997.

Fluid: the state of my thinking and
making process. A fluid is defined
as a substance or body whose particles
move easily among themselves. I was
delighted to see how this definition
aligns with my thesis process and structure in the sense of a lot of small parts
belonging to the same substance or
body that can easily navigate by
themselves. Scientifically, fluidity is
described as a natural characteristic of
liquid or gas whose main feature is to be
composed by particles which easily
move and change their relative position
without separating from the mass,
and which easily yield to pressure.

Form: a way to find meaning.
A tool for thinking. A necessity
for making. A new way I learned
to create graphic design.
An aspect of the magic that
reveals the logic of my practice.

Family: one of my very first editorial
pieces was made in 1997, and it was
dedicated to my family. At the time
I didn’t know what a layout was, but I was
already using formal structures to talk
about the things that interested me.
The piece demonstrates the origin of my
systematic but chaotic thinking. Somehow it reveals an approach to ways of
seeing, making, and delivering content
that probably constitute part of what we
know as identity or voice. The original
version was a collage of multiple pieces
arranged in a three-column structure.
When I rediscovered the piece
this year, I was surprised by how important it was for me, even then, to arrange
the small elements visually so that I could
understand the content and present it
more effectively. I could also detect formal decisions that are still with me today.
The thing that really caught my
eye in this process of personal discovery
was the fact that I emphasized the important concepts by underlining them in
yellow. I still do this even now in my emails.

Aufgang restaurant,
Alt Empordà, Spain.

Casa Fèlix,
haberdashery,
Barcelona, Spain.
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Wall mural, East Side,
Providence, U.S.
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Antoni
Aufgang restaurant,
Alt Empordà, Spain.

Colonnaded pathway in Parc Güell
designed by Gaudí. The walkway
projects out from the hillside and
is framed by sloping columns.

dí
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Antoni Gaudí: was a Catalan architect
known as the premier practitioner of
Catalan Modernism, which corresponded
to a number of other fin de siècle art
movements that are broadly referred to
as Art Nouveau. Gaudí’s work is mostly
located in Catalunya, and its uniqueness
correlates to his primary passions in life:
architecture, nature, and religion. He
considered every detail of his creations
and integrated them into his architecture
as well as his other design pursuits.
To a citizen of Barcelona, Gaudí
transcends this description because
he created important aspects of our
everyday landscape.
Because I have studied, lived with,
and walked into his works in the course
of my daily life, I have been guided by
his aesthetic, and he has influenced my
design process and ways of looking by
highlighting the importance of having an
awareness of origins.

Tim Ingold

Tim Ingold: is a British anthropologist who attended
Churchill College, Cambridge, initially studying
natural sciences but shifting to anthropology (BA
in Social Anthropology, 1970; PhD, 1976). His name
came up in the interview with Octavi Rofes. From
there I researched and read his recent work in which
he links the themes of environmental perception
and skilled practice, replacing traditional models of
genetic and cultural transmission. These theories
are founded upon the alliance of neo-Darwinian
biology and cognitive science, with a relational
approach focusing on the growth of embodied skills
of perception and action within social and environmental contexts of human development. This has led
him to examining the use of lines in culture and the
relationship between anthropology, architecture, art,
and design.
The image above was part of the exhibition
Lines – a brief history held at the Centre Pompidou-Metz from January 11th to April 1st, 2013.
The exhibition was inspired by Tim Ingold’s book
Lines: a brief history, one of the books I encountered
in my research.

Double bench designed
by Gaudí for the dining
room in Casa Batlló.
Image from the exhibition
Lines – A Brief History,
Centre Pompidou-Metz, 2013.

Printshop, Ciutat Vella,
Barcelona, Spain.

Humans

Bareto bar, el Born,
Barcelona, Spain.
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Humans: the species in the natural word thatI belong
to. Physically speaking, I see humans as groupings
of structured genes that compose complex bodies
with the intent to survive. What is interesting (or relevant) to me about humans is the fact we are system
created by nature that inhabits a very complex form.
Each human is an organism and a small structure unto itself, but multiple humans build bigger
structures with broad complexity, which in turn are
also able to understand and produce more systems.
This doesn’t mean, though, that other species don’t
share this complexity.
On the contrary, I believe they are very similar.
In this book, however, I want to highlight humans
because they are the species to which I belong, and
I am trying to understand the particularity and complexity of the particular set of systems acting upon
us. This is something I have been calling culture, but
I guess it could be referred to in other ways, as seen
through other fields of study.
My personal way of investigating and researching this is through form, and the book itself is a
product of these thoughts and behaviors.
See project A walk through Barcelona tiles.
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Song sheet
Marcha Donostiarra
Donostia, Spain.

Sign with Catalan
saying, Ciutat Vella,
Barcelona, Spain.

Journalism

Berenjenal restaurant,
Eixample, Barcelona, Spain.
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Journalism: during the past year,
I received critiques about the way
I structure and deliver my writing,
suggesting that I was playing the
role of a journalist. When I looked
up the word journalism in the dictionary, I found it to be broadly defined
as “the keeping of a journal or diary”
and, more specific to the profession,
as “the periodical collection and
publication of current news; the
business of managing, editing, or
writing for journals or newspapers.”
I think both descriptions align with
my approach to this thesis, in that
my work is presented as a collection
of journeys in the form of essays,
articles, and projects.

G-J

Mercat de Galvany,
Barcelona, Spain.
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Joan Miró

Paul Klee
Paul Klee: the first time I read George
Perec’s book Life: A User Manual, I was
struck by the quote chosen for the prologue. It is a Paul Klee quote that says:
“The eye follows the paths that have been
laid down for it in the work.” It is my hope
that my thesis reflects this idea.

Joan Miró: was a Catalan painter, sculptor, and
ceramicist born in Barcelona. He is the first artist
I remember studying in kindergarten. I enjoy his
color palette and his abstract and organic shapes.
His work is definitely an important aspect of my
personal visual background. Miró’s art played a
significant role in opening Catalunya to the world,
and vice versa.
Miró donated three works to the city of Barcelona as symbols of welcome to greet visitors at each
point of entry to the city — land, air, and sea: Dona i
l’Ocell for the land arrivals, a mural at Barcelona’s airport for air travelers, and Pla de l’Os in Las Ramblas
for those arriving by sea.

Sign with Catalan saying,
Ciutat Vella, Barcelona, Spain.

Airport mural by Joan Miró,
Barcelona, Spain.

Song sheet
Marcha Donostiarra
Donostia, Spain.
Laundry,
East Side of Providence,
Rhode Island, U.S.

L

Pla de l’Os mural by Joan Miró,
in Las Ramblas, Barcelona, Spain.

user’s manual
a
:
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Life: a user’s manual: is a tapestry of interwoven
stories and ideas as well as literary and historical
allusions, chronicling the lives of the inhabitants of a
fictitious Parisian apartment block. The novel follows
a systematic and mathematical structure based on
the knight’s tour from chess.
Perec devises the elevation of the building as
a ten by ten grid: ten stories, including basements
and attics and ten rooms across, including two for
the stairwell. Each room is assigned to a chapter, and
the order of the chapters is guided by the knight’s
moves on the grid. However, because the novel
contains only ninety-nine chapters, bypassing the
basement, Perec expands the structure of the novel
to include Bartlebooth’s failure in the structure of
the novel as well. I admire the complexity of this
work, and I reference it often as inspiration because
it employs an overall sense of rationality juxtaposed
with the subjectivity and multiple relations among its
component parts.
The image opposite is a diagram of the novel
and its mathematical structure.

a
í
s
La Ma

Diagram of the novel Life: a user’s manual
based on the knight’s tour,
which is a mathematical problem.

Letterforms

Lobel Hotel, Eixample,
Barcelona, Spain.
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Letterforms: One of my personal collections, which is presented here as part of
the appendix dictionary. For a long time,
I have been collecting letters that
I encounter in my everyday life. The findings became a graphic collection when
I began to trace their silhouettes as captured in my photos. This is why some of
them have perspective in their vectorized
forms; it reflects my point of view at the
moment of discovery.

La Masía: from my personal point of view,
this painting represents the Catalan
cosmic order. Masía is the name used to
refer to a traditional Catalan farmhouse,
which is a particular kind of living organism and also a beautiful representation
of the relationship between parts and
the whole. Miró made a painting of this
traditional structure, also entitled Masía,
and said of it, “[...] The house was the
summary of my life (spiritual and poetic)
in the field. From a large tree to a small
snail, I wanted to put everything I loved
in the field. I think it’s foolish to give more
value to a mountain than to an ant. [...]”
The fact that this painting represents a
very local Catalan environment but is
owned by and exhibited at the National
Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. transforms it into a vehicle for discussion
about the relationship between the local
and global.

La Dona i l’Ocell
by Miró, Joan Miró
Park, Barcelona, Spain.

Restaurant Miu, Eixample,
Barcelona, Spain.
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Mediterranean Sea: an important influence and part
of my body of work. I use the Mediterranean Sea as
a metaphor for my culture and global relationships.
I wrote extensively about it, and I made work about
its forms, cultures, and sounds. Its liquid state aligns
with my rhythms of living and working. The Mediterranean Sea has led me to numerous questions
and opportunities for exploration in the process of
researching it and making work about it. I am sure it
will reveal even more discoveries in the future.

La Masía, a painting by Joan Miró.
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Song sheet
Marcha Donostiarra,
Donostia, Spain.
Bookstore Bonanova,
Barcelona, Spain.

Nature
Nature: is a polysemic word that can be defined
and understood in multiple ways. For this reason,
it is perhaps less important to list its exact definitions
than to explain what I mean when I use it in this text.
In this thesis, the nature is primarily utilized as a
structure, which is formally defined as being complex
and systematic but also having various rhythms and
mutations. Implicit in nature are certain dualities such
as geometric versus wholly organic shapes.

Bareto bar, el Born,
Barcelona, Spain.
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At Night
De Nit. At Night: is a song by the Catalan composer
Maria Coma that contains a sentence that, in many
ways, illustrates the process of how this thesis has
been built. The phrase is: “Sóc impacient però no
corro,” which in English would be, “I am impatient, but
I do not run.” This book has been constructed through
a process that has allowed space for my personal
inquiries to slowly reveal themselves.“Impatient” is how
I understand the tasks and works as the active part of
the process, and “not running” is how I interpret the
notion of respecting the pacing of the process and the
unexpected discoveries that might emerge.

Bookstore Bonanova,
Barcelona, Spain.
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Order: a tool of my process.
Defined as “regular arrangement;
any methodical or established
succession or harmonious relation;
method or system.”

Port Lligat: a small harbor town in the Alt Empordà area.
(Other towns in this northern coastal area of Catalunya are
mentioned throughout the book, such as Port de la Selva,
Cadaqués, Portbou, and Empúries. This area is also featured
in my Rooted Sound Passport project.) Port Lligat is special
because it is the location of Salvador Dalí’s house. Today, the
house is a museum, and it is one of the most unique places
I have ever been.

Ornament
Ornament: a concept studied during
these last two years. I read, I wrote,
and I made as means of trying to discover
and understand what ornament does
and means.

Image of Port Lligat and Salvador Dalí house.
Alt Empordà, Spain.

Georges Perec: literary influence who
serves as inspiration for my personal
approach to structuring and making.
I enjoy the complexity but also the logical
structure of Perec’s works. They are
philosophical and artistic, objective and
subjective, rational and wild all at the
same time. I admire the way he weaves
these qualities into unexpected combinations. When experiencing or considering
his work, I often imagine it as a weft of
threads, woven so as to reveal a secret
that can be only accessed if you pay
attention to all of the details.
I admire Perec because my design
process has some similarities to his.
I love breaking things apart; I need to
understand them. Afterwards, I reassemble them in a way that makes sense to
me, striking a balance between clarity
and abstraction. Sometimes my final
pieces feel complex, but at the same time
they are still accessible.
His work also resonates with my
interest in ornament. Last year, thanks to
a number of different conversations with
friends and professors, I developed an
understanding of ornament as a functional resource that gives us information.
Perec’s writing also employs ornament.
He uses long, detailed descriptions
in his novels. When you zoom out to get
a broader perspective, however, these
adornments become unified messages
and structures that are examples of
remarkable logic and, in my opinion, pure
genius. (See Species of spaces and other
pieces and Life: a user’s manual, also in this
appendix.)

Josep Pla
Josep Pla: was a Spanish
journalist and popular author.
As a journalist, he worked in
France, Italy, England,
Germany, and Russia, from
where he wrote political and
cultural chronicles in Catalan.
One of my favorite books by
Josep Pla is titled Les illes
mediterrànies (or Mediterranean islands in English), and
in it he describes his journeys
across the islands of the
Mediterranean Sea, allowing
his readers to envision all of
these places as they were
prior to the arrival of tourism.

Book Les illes mediterrànies
by Josep Pla, 1970.

Providence
Providence: the U.S. city that
welcomed me for two years
and was a source of inspiration
for my projects and thinking.

Shop, Lisbon airport,
Lisboa, Portugal.
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Gas station, Portland,
Oregon, U.S.
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Quotidian

Species of spaces and other pieces: is the title of another
novel by George Perec. In many of his novels, location and structure are vital to the work. I enjoy how this book addresses the
global and local in a very narrative, descriptive way. Beginning
by describing mundane spaces like the bed, the novel evolves
through a gradual process of zooming out until the reader
eventually finds herself in expansive space. The chapters are
well utilized, and the writing is an excellent example of a work in
which the small parts together reveal the meaning of a whole.
I have read this novel a couple of times, and the quote that
always catches my eye is, “To live is to pass from one space to
another, while doing your very best not to bump yourself.”

Quotidian: the realm where I often find inspiration
and meaning. As discussed in my interview with
Octavi when we spoke about Michael Baxandall,
mundane things are sometimes actually the most
extraordinary and accessible, and they offer a good
means of examining contemporary arts and culture
and overall social behavior.

Queviures Annita shop,
Menorca, Spain.

eda
r
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Marcè Rod
Marcè Rodoreda: was a Catalan novelist of the
postwar period. Her stories are full of symbolism
and other literary devices that are interconnected
in unusual ways throughout her narratives.
Through taking the time to get to know the
narrative, voice, and style of a particular novel,
the reader discovers the meaning and relationships
Rodoreda is framing. Her most well-known novel
is La Plaça del Diamant, which in English is entitled
The Time of the Doves, The Pigeon Girl, or In Diamond Square.
This story is set in old Barcelona, and its main
character lives in the Gràcia neighborhood during
the time of the Second Spanish Republic. The location in the title refers to a tiny but popular plaza
that still exists and is part of the daily life of many
of Barcelona’s people. I really enjoy how this novel
crafts fiction from historical facts, all related to a
special location in the city that still exists today and
carries a significant identity and meaning.

Bar La Gaviota,
Gràcia, Barcelona,
Spain.
Scan from the book
Species of spaces and
other pieces, with my
personal notes on it.

Radio
Radio: one of my favorite forms of media. It is one
of the first examples of media that arrived in everyone’s houses, and a lot of people still listen to it even
today. In my case, I listen to the radio to keep up with
current events, choosing hosts I admire for both their
style and the content they deliver. I listen to radio
from different parts of the world in different languages, and it is an amazing tool for following both
local and global stories from anywhere in the world
through the simple rhythm of sounds and voices.

Rational
Rational: defined in the dictionary as
“based on or in accordance with reason
or logic.” On one hand, I consider myself
a very rational person but on the other,
some of the relationships I establish in my
systematic thinking have nothing to do
with logic. I guess this is part of the duality of my thinking and making processes.

Song sheet Marcha Donostiarra,
Donostia, Spain.
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Fins de Siècles
antique shop,
Eixample,
Barcelona, Spain.

Tra tion
di

System: the definition I found as most
aligned with my understanding is, “regularly interacting or interdependent groups
of items forming an integrated whole.
Every system is delineated by its spatial
and temporal boundaries, surrounded
and influenced by its environment,
described by its structure and purpose,
and expressed in its functioning.”
I create systems, and I explore and
play with them throughout this book. For
me, this is just the starting point of a particular approach to thinking and producing through graphic design. I believe that
in the future, my systems will reveal even
more than what is collected in this book.

Mercat de Galvany,
Barcelona, Spain.

Tradition: the origins of the Latin word tradere
(“deliver” or “betray”) are trasn- (meaning
“across”) and dare (meaning “to give”), and
its definition is “the transmission of customs
or beliefs from generation to generation.”
My interest in tradition is based on a
fascination with the customs and mundane
aspects that are transmitted and transformed
across generations and throughout history.
Although I am aware of the trappings of
tradition, I still see value in the meaningful
symbols that can unfold into notions of identity or other subjective feelings.

APPENDIX II

Poster of Arthur Cravan,
Museu Picasso, Barcelona,
Spain.

nsformation
a
r
T
Transformation: the magic that
happens when the relationship
of the parts is activated and the
whole is revealed.

Q-T
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UNESCO
From a street mural in
Downtown Providence,
Rhode Island, U.S.

Water

UNESCO: United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organisation; one structure for framing culture, but not the only one. As is discovered
through the interview with Octavi Rofes, the fact
that UNESCO defines and labels what is culture and
what is not culture collides with the idea of culture
as understood from Octavi’s point of view, in which
culture is compared with “love”. An alternate way
of thinking about culture is as perceived differences
that both attract us and create frictions and rejections, but in any case aim to be common, united,
homogenous, or conventional.

e
g
Villa

r
e
n
Roy Wag
Roy Wagner: is an American cultural anthropologist who specializes in symbolic anthropology.
Wagner is one of the world’s most influential anthropologists. He first conducted fieldwork among the
Daribi of Karimui, in the Simbu Province of Papua
New Guinea, as well as the Usen Barok of New Ireland. He was influential in creating the genre known
as the New Melanesian Ethnography, which emphasizes creativity and innovation in cultures and how
they understand the world.

Loreak Mendian store,
Donostia, Spain.

Village: small human
settlements, territories,
and locations where I like
to spend time.

l
a
Visu

Visual: the way my thinking
works; the language I most
like to speak.

From a flag,
West Side of Providence,
Rhode Island, U.S.

Illustration titled Twincest: one of two from the book: An anthropology of
the subject: holographic worldview in New Guinea and its meaning and
significance for the world of anthropology, by Roy Wagner, 2001.

From a street mural in
Downtown Providence,
Rhode Island, U.S.
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World cr

Car wash,
Portland, Oregon, U.S.
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Water: the fluid substance that
makes up the Mediterranean Sea.

World creation: a constant critique I receive regarding my
work. I guess this reflects my process and thinking. The way
I approach design always begins with some source or finding
from my processes of research. Through my understanding
and visual inquiries, I transform the findings in question, giving
them a new dimension through my personal design approach.
I think this dimension is a kind of dialogue with my own personal
experiences and serves as an additional tool for navigating
complex themes. The recipe is difficult to write, though, and no
matter how much I try, the right pinch of salt is impossible
to determine.
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Newspaper box,
Portland, Oregon, U.S.

in
Walter Benjam
Walter Benjamin: was a German Jewish philosopher,
cultural critic, and essayist. His essay The Work of Art in the
Age of Mechanical Reproduction was one of the most challenging texts I encountered in undergrad, but over time it
has become a crucial influence on my thinking as a graphic
designer. This work of cultural criticism proposes that the aura
of a work of art is devalued by mechanical reproduction.
Walter Benjamin took his own life in Portbou, one of the
northernmost villages along la Costa Brava in Catalunya, right
on the border with France. He tried to cross the border on the
25th of September, 1940, but was told by the Spanish police
that he would be deported back to France. The Israeli artist Dani
Karavan created a memorial to Benjamin in Portbou on the hill
where the village cemetery is located. Walter Benjamin’s gravestone in Portbou has an epitaph in German, that is also repeated
in Catalan. The quote is from section seven of Benjamin’s own
work entitled Theses on the philosophy of history, and it states,
“There is no document of culture which is not at the same time
a document of barbarism.”

U-W
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X
XXVI: the number of letters
I collected for this alphabet;
they became an archive of
important influences in my
thesis process.

Restaurant Xix,
L’Antiga Esquerra
de l’Eixample,
Barcelona, Spain.

Xebec

n
a
m
g unt Baum
y
Z
Zygmunt Bauman: was a Polish sociologist

Xebec: a small, three-masted
Mediterranean sailing ship
with lateen (and sometimes
square) sails.

Zoo pet shop, Gràcia,
Barcelona, Spain.

and philosopher. He was driven out of Poland
in a political purge engineered by the Communist government of the Polish People’s Republic
in 1968. He was forced to give up his Polish citizenship and move to Israel. Three years later,
he moved to the United Kingdom. He resided
in England from 1971 and became Professor
of Sociology at the University of Leeds, later
Emeritus. Bauman was one of the world’s most
eminent social theorists, writing on issues as
diverse as modernity and the Holocaust, postmodern consumerism and liquid modernity.

Casa Fèlix,
haberdashery,
Barcelona, Spain.

Illustration of a French xebec boat.

llow
e
Y

Portrait of the philosopher Zygmunt Bauman by Ángel Sánchez.

Yellow: the color I normally use to underline important ideas in the texts I write
or read. A color that helps me to create
hierarchies when I use it for highlighting
or underlining.
Music store,
Portland, Oregon, U.S.

Zumzeig

Commercial sign
on the road, Portland,
Oregon, U.S.

Wall mural,
Portland, Oregon, U.S.

Zumzeig: is a cinema bistro, a lively

place screening and distributing
independent movies. It is one of
my favorite leisure spots in Barcelona. It is tiny, unique, and the best
location for truly alternative movies.
The name Zumzeig arises from an
onomatopoeia meaning “buzz” in
Catalan, in reference to bumblebees—insects that should not be
able to fly according to the laws of
aerodynamics laws, but still can!

Yawl
Yawl: a two-masted fore-and-aftrigged sailboat with the mizzenmast stepped far aft so that the
mizzen boom overhangs the stern.
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Cinema Zumzeig located in the Sans neighborhood, Barcelona, Spain.
Yawl entering Maó Harbour in Menorca, Spain.
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